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Abstract. Increasing tensor powers of the k×k matrices Mk(C) are known to give rise to a
continuous bundle of C∗-algebras over I = {0}∪1/N ⊂ [0, 1] with fibers A1/N = Mk(C)⊗N
and A0 = C(Xk), where Xk = S(Mk(C)), the state space of Mk(C), which is canonically a
compact Poisson manifold (with stratified boundary). Our first result is the existence of a
strict deformation quantization of Xk a` la Rieffel, defined by perfectly natural quantization
maps Q1/N : A˜0 → A1/N (where A˜0 is an equally natural dense Poisson subalgebra of A0).
We apply this quantization formalism to the Curie–Weiss model (an exemplary quan-
tum spin with long-range forces) in the parameter domain where its Z2 symmetry is
spontaneously broken in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. If this limit is taken with
respect to the macroscopic observables of the model (as opposed to the quasi-local ob-
servables), it yields a classical theory with phase space X2 ∼= B3 (i.e the unit three-ball
in R3). Our quantization map then enables us to take the classical limit of the sequence
of (unique) algebraic vector states induced by the ground state eigenvectors Ψ
(0)
N of this
model as N →∞, in which the sequence converges to a probability measure µ on the as-
sociated classical phase space X2. This measure is a symmetric convex sum of two Dirac
measures related by the underlying Z2-symmetry of the model, and as such the classical
limit exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking, too. Our proof of convergence is heavily
based on Perelomov-style coherent spin states and at some stage it relies on (quite strong)
numerical evidence. Hence the proof is not completely analytic, but somewhat hybrid.
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1 Introduction
This paper addresses two important and seemingly unrelated topics in mathematical
physics, which we both attempt to bring forward by relating them to each other:
1. Strict (i.e. C∗-algebraic) deformation quantization a` la Rieffel [22, 23, 15];
2. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB) in quantum spin systems [6, 16].
The relationship will be that the second topic suggests an interesting phase space to
quantize, namely the state space X2 = S(M2(C)) of the C∗-algebra of 2×2 complex
matrices (which is affinely homeomorphic to the unit three-ball in R3). Though
initially defined as the state space of a generic two-level quantum system, X2 also
plays the role of a classical phase space underlying the Curie–Weiss model, which
is an exemplary quantum mean-field spin model exhibiting SSB (see for example
[1, 8, 14, 16, 27] and references therein, as well as §4 below). In particular, X2 is a
compact convex manifold (with smooth boundary ∂X2 ∼= S2) canonically equipped
with a Poisson structure, like its its generalizations Xk = S(Mk(C)) for any k ∈ N
(for k > 2 the boundary is a stratified space though, see §2.2). In that role, Xk will
be subjected to strict deformation quantization, which is our first achievement.
Once this has been accomplished, we will be able to define and compute a suitable
limit of the sequence (Ψ
(0)
N )N∈N of ground states of the Curie–Weiss model (which
are unique up to a phase), where N is the number of sites of the lattice on which the
model is defined, as N →∞. This limit is not so much taken of the vectors Ψ(0)N , but
of the associated algebraic vector states; it exists in a suitable sense detailed below
and yields a classical state in the sense of a probability measure on the phase space
X2. This exhibits SSB, too, like the thermodynamic limit of the quantum model.
Let us now explain what this means, starting from the familiar phase space R2n
(with its usual Poisson structure). To make the essential points clear we take the
simplest functional-analytic situation, in which only smooth compactly supported
functions f ∈ C∞c (R2n) are quantized. Weyl [28] proposed the quantization maps
Q~ : C
∞
c (R2n)→ B0(L2(Rn)); (1.1)
Q~(f) =
∫
R2n
dnpdnq
(2pi~)n
f(p, q)Ω~(p, q), (1.2)
where ~ ∈ (0, 1] for simplicity; in modern parlance B0(H) is the C∗-algebra of
compact operators on a Hilbert space H (here H = L2(Rn)), and for each point
(p, q) ∈ R2n the (bounded) operator Ω~(p, q) : L2(Rn)→ L2(Rn) is given by
Ω~(p, q)Ψ(x) = 2
ne2ip(x−q)/~Ψ(2q − x), Ψ ∈ L2(Rn). (1.3)
Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent to Weyl’s own (slightly rewritten) formula
Q~(f)Ψ(x) =
∫
R2n
dnpdny
(2pi~)n
eip(x−y)/~f (p, 12(x+ y)) Ψ(y). (1.4)
In a C∗-algebraic framework (which was not available to Weyl), Rieffel [22, 23],
relying on Dixmier’s concept of a continuous bundle (= field) of C∗-algebras (see [9]
for the original definition and [15, 16] for various useful reformulations), noted that:
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1. The fibers A0 = C0(R2n) and A~ = B0(L2(Rn)), h ∈ (0, 1], can be combined
into a (locally non-trivial) continuous bundle A of C∗-algebras over I = [0, 1];
2. A˜0 = C
∞
c (R2n) is a dense Poisson subalgebra of A0;
3. Each quantization map Q~ : A˜0 → A~ is linear, and if we also define Q0 :
A˜0 ↪→ A0 as the inclusion map, then the ensuing family Q = (Q~)~∈I satisfies:
(a) Each map Q~ is self-adjoint, i.e. Q~(f) = Q~(f)
∗ (where f ∗(x) = f(x)).
(b) For each f ∈ A˜0 the following cross-section of the bundle is continuous:
0→ f ; (1.5)
~→ Q~(f) (~ ∈ I\{0})). (1.6)
(c) Each pair f, g ∈ A˜0 satisfies the Dirac-Groenewold-Rieffel condition:
lim
~→0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ i~ [Q~(f), Q~(g)]−Q~({f, g})
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
~
= 0. (1.7)
This suggested the general concept of a strict deformation of a Poisson manifold X
[22, 15], which we here state in the case of interest to us in which X is compact (as
already noted, our X’s will be manifolds with stratified boundary, see §2.2). In that
case, examples from geometric quantization rewritten into the above language (e.g.
[5]) suggest that the space I in which ~ takes values cannot be all of [0, 1], but should
be a subspace I ⊂ [0, 1] thereof that at least contains 0 as an accumulation point (and
is typically discrete away from 0). This is assumed in what follows. Furthermore,
the Poisson bracket on X is denoted, as usual, by {·, ·} : C∞(X)× C∞(X)→ C.
Definition 1.1. A strict deformation quantization of a compact Poisson man-
ifold X consists of an index space I ⊂ [0, 1] for ~ as detailed above, as well as:
• A continuous bundle of unital C∗-algebras (A~)~∈I over I with A0 = C(X);
• A dense Poisson suabalgebra A˜0 ⊆ C∞(X) ⊂ A0 (on which {·, ·} is defined);
• A family Q = (Q~)~∈I of linear maps Q~ : A˜0 → A~ indexed by ~ ∈ I (called
quantization maps) such that Q0 is the inclusion map A˜0 ↪→ A0, and the
above conditions (a) - (c) hold, as well as Q~(1X) = 1A~ (the unit of A~).
1
Perhaps surprisingly, mean-field quantum spin systems (such as the Curie–Weiss
model) fit into this framework, with the index set I given by (0 /∈ N = {1, 2, 3, . . .})
I = {1/N |N ∈ N} ∪ {0} ≡ (1/N) ∪ {0}, (1.8)
with topology inherited from [0, 1]. That is, we put ~ = 1/N , where N ∈ N is
interpreted as the number of sites of the model; our interest is the limit N →∞.
1It follows from the definition of a continuous bundle of C∗-algebras that continuity properties
like lim~→0 ‖Q~(f)‖~ = ‖f‖∞ and lim~→0 ‖Q~(f)Q~(g)−Q~(fg)‖~ = 0 hold automatically (they
may be imposed in alternative definitions of strict quantization). See [15, 16].
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In the framework of C∗-algebraic quantization theory, the analogy between the
“classical” limit ~ → 0 in typical examples from mechanics and the “thermody-
namic” limit N → ∞ in typical quantum spin systems is developed in detail in
[16] and forms the basis of the present work. The key point here is that for any
unital C∗-algebra B (where for applications to quantum spin systems one may take
B = Mk(C) for some k ∈ N, with k = 2 in the Curie—Weiss model), the following
fibers may be turned into a continuous bundle of C∗-algebras over the base space
I = {0} ∪ 1/N ⊂ [0, 1] (with relative topology, so that (1/N)→ 0 as N →∞):
A0 = C(S(B)); (1.9)
A1/N = B
⊗N . (1.10)
Here S(B) is the (algebraic) state space of B equipped with the weak∗-topology (in
which it is a compact convex set, e.g. the three-ball S(M2(C)) ∼= B3 ⊂ R3), and
B⊗N is the Nth tensor power of B (often called BN in what follows).2 As in the
case of vector bundles, the continuity structure of a bundle of C∗-algebras may be
defined (indirectly) by specifying what the continuous cross-sections are. To do so
for (1.9) - (1.10), we need the symmetrization operator SN : B
N → BN , defined as
the unique linear continuous extension of the following map on elementary tensors:
SN(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN) = 1
N !
∑
σ∈P(N)
aσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aσ(N). (1.11)
Furthermore, for N ≥M we need to generalize the definition of SN to give a bounded
operator SM,N : B
M → BN , defined by linear and continuous extension of
SM,N(b) = SN(b⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−Mtimes
), b ∈ BM . (1.12)
We write cross-sections a of (1.9) - (1.10) as sequences (a0, a1/N)N∈N, where a(0) = a0
etc. Following [21], the part of the cross-section (a1/N)N∈N away from zero (i.e. with
a0 omitted) is called symmetric if there exist M ∈ N and a1/M ∈ B⊗M such that
a1/N = SM,N(a1/M) for all N ≥M, (1.13)
and quasi-symmetric if a1/N = SN(a1/N) if N ∈ N, and for every  > 0, there is a
symmetric sequence (b1/N)N∈N as well as M ∈ N (both depending on ) such that
‖a1/N − b1/N‖ <  for all N > M. (1.14)
The continuous cross-sections of the bundle (1.9) - (1.10), then, are the sequences
(a0, a1/N)N∈N for which the part (a1/N)N∈N away from zero is quasi-symmetric and
a0(ω) = lim
N→∞
ωN(a1/N), (1.15)
2Although this is irrelevant for our main application B = Mk(C), for general C∗-algebras B
one should equip BN with the minimal C∗-norm ‖ ‖N [25, 16].
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where ω ∈ S(B), and ωN = ω ⊗ · · · ⊗ ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
∈ S(B⊗N), is the unique (norm) continuous
linear extension of the following map that is defined on elementary tensors:
ωN(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bN) = ω(b1) · · · ω(bN). (1.16)
The limit in (1.15) exists provided (a1/N)N∈N is quasi-symmetric (as we assume),
and by [16, Theorem 8.4], this choice of continuous cross-sections uniquely defines
(or identifies) a continuous bundle of C∗-algebras over I in (1.8) with fibers (1.9) -
(1.10). In particular, for B = Mk(C), the fibers of this continuous bundle are
A0 = C(S(Mk(C)) ≡ C(Xk); (1.17)
A1/N = Mk(C)⊗N ∼= MkN (C). (1.18)
As already mentioned Xk = S(Mk(C)) is canonically a compact Poisson manifold
(see §2.3), so that one may start looking for suitable Poisson subalgebras A˜0 ⊂
C∞(Xk) on which, hopefully in accordance with Definition 1.1, quantization maps
Q1/N : A˜0 →Mk(C)⊗N (1.19)
may be constructed. This can indeed be done. First, in suitable coordinates A˜0 con-
sists essentially of polynomial functions on Xk (see §3.1). Second, the construction
of the maps Q1/N is given in section 3, see especially (3.7). This definition is natural
and straightforward (perhaps even more so than Weyl quantization on R2n), but the
proof that the choice (3.7) satisfies the conditions in Definition 1.1 is nontrivial.
Compared to a case like X = R2n, our quantization maps for Xk = S(Mk(C))
as such are of less value; typically (unlike R2n), physical observables for quantum
spin systems are not constructed or interpreted through (deformation) quantization.
The real point in having (1.19) lies in the possibility of defining classical limits of
quantum states of the Curie–Weiss model (i.e. k = 2). Namely, suppose we have a
family of states (ω1/N)N∈N, where ω1/N is a state on A1/N , as in (1.18), such that
ω0(f) = lim
N→∞
ω1/N(Q1/N(f)) (1.20)
exists for all f ∈ A˜0 and defines a state ω0 on A0 as in (1.17), that is, a probability
measure µ0 on Xk (so that ω0(f) =
∫
Xk
dµ0 f). Then, in complete analogy with
the case X = R2n, the state ω0 may be regarded as the classical limit of the family
(ω1/N). Of course, the given family should have a very specific N -dependence for
the limits (1.20) to exist, and we will see that this happens when ω1/N is the vector
state defined by the ground state of the Curie–Weiss Hamiltonian for given N , i.e.,
ω1/N(b) = 〈Ψ(0)N , bΨ(0)N 〉, (1.21)
where b ∈ A1/N = M2(C)N ∼= B((C2)⊗N) and Ψ(0)N ∈ (C2)⊗N is the ground state of
the Hamiltonian hCW1/N of the model (see §4), seen in the usual (physics) way as a
unit vector in the Hilbert space (C2)⊗N on which the model on N sites is defined.
Even so, it is remarkable that the N -dependence of hCW1/N precisely makes this work.
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To draw the analogy with the phase space X = R2n in this respect, we apply the
same procedure to Weyl quantization. For a fixed unit vector Ψ ∈ L2(Rn) this gives
〈Ψ, Q~(f)Ψ〉 =
∫
R2n
dnpdnq
(2pi~)n
f(p, q)W ~Ψ(p, q), (1.22)
where W ~Ψ : R2n → R is the famous Wigner function associated to Ψ, given by
W ~Ψ(p, q) = ~−n〈Ψ,Ω~(p, q)Ψ〉 =
∫
Rn
dnveipvΨ(q + 12~v)Ψ(q − 12~v). (1.23)
See [2, 13, 15]. If ‖Ψ‖ = 1, then W ~Ψ gives a “phase space portrait” of Ψ. However,
this portrait is not a probability density on R2n, since Wigner functions are not
necessarily positive.3 Nonetheless, they are useful for studying the classical limit:
although the vectors Ψ~ by themselves have no limit, the associated Wigner functions
W ~Ψ~ may have a limit if they converge weakly to some probability measure µ0 on
the classical phase space R2n, in the sense that for all f ∈ C∞c (R2n) one has
lim
~→0
∫
R2n
dnpdnq
(2pi~)n
f(p, q)W ~Ψ~(p, q) =
∫
R2n
dµ0f. (1.24)
And this is precisely the limit (1.20), provided Q1/N ≡ Q~ is given by (1.2) or (1.4).
As a case in point that is quite relevant for SSB we may take Ψ~ to be the
(unique) ground state of the symmetric double well potential in n = 1, for which it
can be shown that µ0 = (δ+ + δ−)/2, where δ± are the Dirac measures localized at
(p = 0, q = a±) ∈ R2, where a− and a+ are the left- and right minima of the double
well, respectively [16, 27] (for general families of states W ~Ψ~ may not have a limit!).
As explained in detail in [16], despite the above analogies there is one point in
which the limit N → ∞ for quantum spin systems is richer than its counterpart
~ → 0 for mechanical systems, in that the former may be taken in two entirely
different ways, at least for mean-field models like the Curie–Weiss model. Which of
the two limits applies depends on the class of observables one wants to take the limit
of, namely either quasi-local or macroscopic observables. The former are the ones
traditionally studied for quantum spin systems [6, 24], but the latter relate these sys-
tems to strict deformation quantization, since macroscopic observables are precisely
defined by (quasi-) symmetric sequences (see [16] for quasi-local observables).
The plan of this paper is obvious from the table of contents. Apart from the gen-
eral conceptual framework of applying strict deformation quantization to quantum
spin systems, our main technical results are Theorem 3.4 in §3.2, stating that the
quantization maps (3.7) satisfy Definition 1.1, and Theorem 4.1, in §4.1, establishing
the classical limit of the ground state of the Curie–Weiss model, including its SSB.
3This reflects the fact that Weyl’s quantization map Q~ fails to be positive (in that f ≥
0 pointwise implies Q~(f) ≥ 0 as an operator). For R2n this can be remedied by finding a
quantization map that is positive, i.e. Berezin quantization [15, 16], whose associated “Wigner”
function is the Husimi function (alas, for the bundle (1.17) - (1.18) we were unable find a positive
quantization map). Wigner and Husimi functions associated to the same family of states have the
same limit, cf. [15, Proposition II.2.6.3]; this is how the claim about the double well in the main
text is proved. Note that we only invoke Wigner functions in order to show that our limit (1.20)
is familiar; in our approach they are secondary to quantization maps Q~. Indeed, for the quantum
spin systems we study we do not (need to) construct the analogues of Wigner functions at all.
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2 Structures on B = Mk(C)
Unless stated otherwise, B = Mk(C) is the unital C∗-algebra of k × k complex
matrices equipped with the natural C∗-norm, whose unit element is denoted by Ik
and whose ∗ operation is the standard hermitian conjugation. Furthermore, Mhk (C)
is the real linear subspace Mk(C) containing all hermitian k×k matrices. We assume
familiarity with the basic theory of C∗-algebras, as given in e.g. [9] or [16, 18].
2.1 The state space of Mk(C) as a set
The state space S(B) of a general unital C∗-algebra B with unit IB is defined as the
set of linear functionals ω : B → C that satisfy ω(IB) = 1 and ω(a∗a) ≥ 0 for any
a ∈ B. It follows that S(B) ⊂ B∗ (the Banach dual of B), but S(B) will always
be equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence, i.e., the weak∗-topology
(rather than the norm-topology inherited from B∗; for finite-dimensional B this
difference does not matter, though). In this topology S(B) is a compact convex set.
For B = Mk(C), regarded as B = B(Ck), the algebra of (automatically) bounded
linear operators on the Hilbert space Ck, all states are normal and hence bijectively
correspond with density matrices (i.e. positive matrices ρ with unit trace) via
ωρ(a) = tr(ρa) for every a ∈ B. (2.1)
The set of density matrices on Ck is denoted by Dk. These form a convex set in
their own right, and hence Dk ∼= S(Mk(C)) via (2.1) as an affine bijection (i.e.
isomorphism) of convex sets. We also give Dk the unique topology making this
bijection a homeomorphism and in practice we often identify Dk and S(Mk(C)).
We proceed by introducing some useful coordinate systems on Dk [3, 7].
Definition 2.1. A parametrization (Qk, Fk) of Dk consists of:
(a) a parameter set Qk ⊂ Rm, where m depends on k, i.e., m = m(k);
(b) a bijective map Fk : Qk → Dk.
The parametrization is said to be affine if it is (the restriction to Qk of) an affine
map with respect to the natural real linear space structures of Rm and Mhk (C). 
Remark 2.2. The inverse map F−1k : Dk → Qk ⊂ Rm(k) defines a (global) coordi-
nate system on Dk, though in a somewhat extended sense compared to the standard
definition for smooth manifolds (with boundary) when k > 2. This is because, as
we shall see shortly, Qk has a more complicated structure than an open set possibly
bounded by an embedded submanifold of Rm(k). 
Clearly, the case k = 1 is trivial, because D1 = {1}. Therefore, in what follows
we assume k ≥ 2. We start with the simplest and simultaneously physically most
relevant case k = 2, which will later be applied to the Curie–Weiss model.
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2.2 Smooth structure of the state space of Mk(C)
We start with k = 2. The Pauli matrices σ1, σ2, σ3 together with the identity I2 form
a complex basis of the complex vector space M2(C), and a real basis of Mh2 (C), i.e.
a = 12(x0I + x1σ1 + x2σ2 + x3σ3), (2.2)
for any a ∈ Mh2 (C), where xj ∈ R (j = 0, 1, 2, 3). Then a is a density matrix, i.e.
a ∈ D2 ⊂Mh2 (C), iff x0 = 1 and x = (x1, x2, x3) lies in the parameter set
Q2 = {x =∈ R3 | |x| ≤ 1} = B3, (2.3)
the closed unit ball in R3. The corresponding map F2 : Q2 → D2 is given by
F2(x) = 12I2 +
1
2
3∑
j=1
xjσj. (2.4)
By construction, this map is onto D2, and is affine. An elementary argument based
on the identity tr(σkσl) = 2δkl shows that F2 is also injective. Hence (Q2, F2) is an
affine parametrization of D2 with m = 3 = k2−1, for k = 2. The key to generalizing
this construction to k > 2 lies in the fact that the anti-hermitian traceless matrices
(iσ1, iσ2, iσ3) form a basis of the Lie algebra su(2) of the Lie group SU(2); adding
iI2 gives a basis (iI2, iσ1, iσ2, iσ3) of the Lie algebra u(2) of the Lie group U(2).
Similarly, for k ≥ 2 every ρ ∈ Dk is hermitian and hence it can be written as
ρ =
1
k
Ik +
k2−1∑
j=1
xjbj, (2.5)
where xj ∈ R and bj = iTj, for some basis (Tj)j=1,...,k2−1 of the Lie algebra su(k) of
SU(k), consisting of all traceless anti-hermitian k × k complex matrices, so that
b∗j = bj, tr(bj) = 0, (j = 1, . . . , k
2 − 1). (2.6)
Since the Tj are a basis of su(k) as a vector space, as usual we also have
[Tr, Ts] =
k2−1∑
l=1
C lrsTl; [br, bs] = i
k2−1∑
l=1
C lrsbl, (2.7)
for some real constants C lrs antisymmetric in the lower indices and satisfying the
Jacobi identity. The second part of (2.6) guarantees tr(ρ) = 1 in (2.5), but to turn
ρ into a density matrix the real numbers x1, . . . , xk2−1 must also be constrained
in order that ρ ≥ 0. As for k = 2, this defines a set Qk ⊂ Rk2−1 which we use to
construct an affine parametrization of Dk based on (2.5). For the moment we assume
that Qk has been defined that way, so that the map Fk (2.9) below is surjective.
Compactness of the Lie group SU(k) implies that the matrices (bj), which so far
merely satisfy (2.6), can be chosen so as to also satisfy4
tr(bibj) = δij. (2.8)
4With this choice of the normalization, for k = 2, we find bj = 2
−1/2σj and also the coordinates
xj in (2.9) below correspond to 2
−1/2xj in (2.4).
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From (2.8) and the same argument as for k = 2, it follows that the surjective map
Fk : Qk 3 (x1, . . . xk2−1) 7→ 1
k
Ik +
k2−1∑
j=1
xjbj ∈ Dk, (2.9)
is also injective. Indeed, multiplying both sides of (2.5) with bi, taking the trace,
and using (2.8) and the second identity in (2.6), the inverse of Fk reads
F−1k (ρ) = (tr(ρb1), . . . , tr(ρbk2−1)) , ρ ∈ Dk. (2.10)
In terms of the state ω ∈ S(Mk(C)) related to the density matrix ρ, this gives an
explicit coordinatization ω 7→ (x1(ω), . . . , xk2−1(ω)) of the former, given by
xj(ω) = ω(bj) = tr(ρbj) (j = 1, . . . , k
2 − 1). (2.11)
To findQk more explicitly, we note that the eigenvalues of ρ ∈ Dk are the roots λ ∈ R
of the characteristic polynomial det(λIk − ρ), which has a unique representation
det(λIk − ρ) =
k∑
j=1
(−1)jajλk−j, a0 = 1. (2.12)
Here the coefficients aj are uniquely determined by the choice of the generators bj
and are polynomials in the parameters x = (x1, . . . , xk2−1), and hence they define
continuous functions aj = aj(x) for x ∈ Rk2−1. If λ1, . . . , λk denote the roots of
det(λIk − ρ), we obviously have
k∑
j=1
(−1)jajλk−j =
k∏
j=1
(λ− λj). (2.13)
From this, the characterization of the non-negativity of the eigenvalues follows:
λj ≥ 0 (j = 1, ..., k) if and only if aj ≥ 0 (j = 1, ..., k). (2.14)
By definition, Qk is then the following subset in Rk2−1:
Qk = {x ∈ Rk2−1 | aj(x) ≥ 0, j = 1, ..., k}. (2.15)
As the intersection of closed sets (note that the maps aj are continuous), Qk is
closed. Also note that Qk has non-empty interior, because the set
{x ∈ Rk2−1 | aj(x) > 0, j = 1, ..., k} ⊂ Qk (2.16)
is open as a finite intersection of open sets, and is not empty since it contains
the density matrix ρ = Ik, whose coordinates are x(I) = (0, 0, . . . , 0), so that
aj(0, 0, . . . , 0) =
1
kj
(
k
j
)
> 0 for all j. We now also show that Qk is bounded in
Rk2−1. Since ρ ∈ Dk is hermitian, ρ ≥ 0, and tr(ρ) = 1, we have
tr(ρ2) ≤ tr(ρ) = 1, (2.17)
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as can be seen e.g. by diagonalizing ρ. Representing ρ as in (2.5) and taking ad-
vantage of (2.8) and the second identity in (2.6), the condition tr(ρ2) ≤ 1 can be
rephrased in a way that makes boundedness of Qk obvious, viz.5
1
k
+
k2−1∑
j=1
|xj|2 ≤ 1 if x ∈ Qk. (2.18)
Therefore, with Qk defined as in (2.15) and Fk defined in (2.9), the pair (Qk, Fk) is
an affine parametrization for density matrices ρ ∈ Dk with m = k2 − 1, and (2.11)
defines a global coordinate system over Dk ≡ S(Mk(C)) in the sense of Remark 2.2.
Coming from an affine map, this coordinate system preserves the convex structure
of S(B), so that Qk is a compact convex subset of Rk2−1 with non-empty interior.
To conclude this section, few remarks about the differentiable structure of Qk are
in order. We have seen that Q2 ∼= B3 is a 3-dimensional manifold with boundary
∂B3 ∼= S2 (the two-sphere), where the topological boundary also coincides with
the extreme boundary ∂eQ2 as defined in convexity theory (which defines the pure
states). However, this simple picture is misleading, since for k > 2 the set Qk is no
longer a (smooth) manifold with boundary [12], as the boundary is not a manifold
but a stratified space [20]. Indeed, for k > 2, we have the following situation:
(1) Under the isomorphism Qk ∼= Dk the interior int(Qk) of Qk corresponds to the
rank-k density matrices and is a connected k2−1 dimensional smooth manifold.
Points in the interior precisely correspond to faithful states on Mk(C).6
(2) The topological boundary ∂Qk now differs from the extreme boundary ∂eQk:
– ∂Qk is the disjoint union of k− 1 smooth embedded submanifolds Q(l)k of
Rk2−1, where l = 1, . . . , k − 1, and Q(l)k contains all points corresponding
to density matrices with rank l (rank l = k corresponding to the interior).
– ∂eQk = Q(1)k ⊂ ∂Qk ⊂ Qk corresponds to the pure state space on Mk(C).
(3) Every point of ∂Qk is a limit point of int(Qk) and clearly Qk = int(Qk)∪∂Qk.
Finally, all properties of Qk we established are independent of the choice of the basis
{ibj}j=1,...,k2−1 used to define (Qk, Fk), as one easily proves: each different choice of
basis just defines a different global coordinate system compatible with the linear
structure, the topology, and the differentiable structures involved. In that sense,
these properties are intrinsic, and eventually come from Dk ∼= S(Mk(C)).
5 The pure states are exactly those points in Qk that saturate this inequality, since their density
matrices satisfy trρ2 = trρ = 1. The pure states form ∂eQk ∼= CPk−1 with canonical (Fubini–
Study) Poisson structure, cf. §2.3 below. Strict deformation quantization of complex projective
spaces is well known, for example as a special case of the constructions in [5] or [16, §8.1].
6A state ω on a C∗algebra B is called faithful if ω(a∗a) = 0 implies a = 0, for a ∈ B.
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2.3 Poisson structure of state space of Mk(C)
We now show that the state space Xk, so far realized in three different ways as
Xk = S(Mk(C)) ∼= Dk ∼= Qk, (2.19)
carries a canonical Poisson structure [4, 10, 16].7 IfXk were a manifold, this structure
would be defined as a Poisson bracket on C∞(Xk), but we have just seen that Xk is
not even a manifold with boundary. We circumvent this problem by recalling
Qk ⊂ Rk2−1, (2.20)
with dim(int(Qk)) = k2 − 1, as shown in the previous section, and hence we simply
define f ∈ C∞(Qk) iff f is the restriction of some f˜ ∈ C∞(Rk2−1).
We also recall that if g is any (finite-dimensional) Lie algebra, then the dual
space g∗ has a canonical Poisson structure coming from the Lie bracket on g [17].
The Poisson bracket is completely defined by its value on linear functions on g∗;
each X ∈ g defines such a function Xˆ through Xˆ(θ) = θ(X), where θ ∈ g∗, and
{Xˆ, Yˆ } = [̂X, Y ]. (2.21)
If (T1, . . . , Tn) is a basis of g (n = dim(g)) with structure constants C
c
ab given by
[Ta, Tb] =
∑
c
CcabTc, (2.22)
then one has an identification g∗ ∼= Rn in that x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn corresponds to
θ =
∑
a xaω
a, where (ωa) is the dual basis to (Ta) (i.e., ω
a(Tb) = δ
a
b ), so that
{f, g}(x) =
n∑
a,b,c=1
Ccabxc
∂f(x)
∂xa
∂g(x)
∂xb
. (2.23)
In particular, the coordinate functions f(x) = xa reproduce the Lie bracket, i.e.,
{xa, xb} =
k2−1∑
c=1
Ccabxc. (2.24)
Applying this to g = su(k), so n = k2 − 1, see (2.7), then gives a Poisson structure
on Rk2−1 and hence, by restriction, on Qk:
Definition 2.3. The Poisson bracket of f, g ∈ C∞(Qk) is given by
{f, g} = {f˜ , g˜}|Qk , (2.25)
where f˜ , g˜ ∈ C∞(Rk2−1) are arbitrary extensions of f and g respectively, cf. (2.20),
and the Poisson bracket {f˜ , g˜} on C∞(Rk2−1) is defined by (2.23) for g = su(n). 
7A Poisson bracket {·, ·} on a commutative algebra A is a Lie bracket satisfying the Leibniz rule
{a, bc} = {a, b}c+{a, c}b, or: for each a ∈ A the (linear) map δa : A→ A defined by δa(b) = {a, b}
is a derivation, i.e. δa(bc) = δa(b)c+ δa(c)b. We take A = C
∞(Xk) with pointwise mutliplication.
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This definition is meaningful because of the following facts:
1. The bracket {f, g} does not depend on the choice of the extensions f˜ , g˜ ∈
C∞(Rk2−1), because every point of ∂Qk is a limit point of the interior of Qk.
2. The function {f, g} trivially lies in C∞(Qk), which by definition means that
it has a smooth extension to Rk2−1, since {f˜ , g˜} is such an extension.
3. The bracket does not depend on the choice of the basis {Tj}j=1,...,k2−1 of su(k)
(with bj = iTj), since a linear change of basis induces a change in the structure
constants Ccab in (2.22) and a linear change of the coordinates in Rk
2−1 coming
from identifying su(k) ∼= Rk2−1, which cancel out in (2.23) and hence in (2.25).
The last point can also be seen from the more intrinsic form the bracket takes in
terms of the other two entries in (2.19). First, for the density matrices Dk we have
Dk ⊂Mhk (C)1 ∼= Mhk (C)0 = isu(k) ∼= isu(k)∗, (2.26)
where Mhk (C)t is the space of hermitian k × k matrices ρ with trace t. The first
inclusion is given by (2.5), the subsequent isomorphism is given by (Ik/k) + b 7→ b,
where b ∈ Mhk (C)0, and the last isomorphism su(k) ∼= su(k)∗ comes from (minus)
the (negative definitie) Cartan–Killing inner product on su(k), which is given by
−B(X, Y ) = −2k tr(XY ) = 2k tr(X∗Y ) = 2k〈X, Y 〉HS, (2.27)
where the right-hand side is the Hilbert–Schmidt inner product on Mk(C). If we
now equip Dk with a differentiable structure through the last isomorphism in (2.19),
as detailed in the previous section, and define f ∈ C∞(Dk) iff f is the restriction of
some f˜ ∈ C∞(Mhk (C)1), or, by (2.26), iff it is the restriction of some f˜ ∈ C∞(isu(k)),
and transfer the Poisson structure on su(k)∗ to su(k) through (2.26), then we clearly
obtain an intrinsic Poisson structure on Dk, essentially given also by (2.21).
Finally, perhaps as the mother of all of the above, for any unital finite-dimensional
C∗-algebra B (and with due modifications, even for infinite-dimensional ones), the
state space S(B) has a natural structure as a Poisson manifold (with stratified
boundary, as above). The Poisson bracket is most easily written down through the
isomorphism Bh ∼= A(S(B)) of real Banach spaces, where Bh is the set of hermitian
(= self-adjoint) elements of B and for any compact convex set K, A(K) is the space
of continuous real-valued affine functions on K, equipped with the supremum-norm.
This isomorphism is given by b 7→ bˆ, where b ∈ Bh and bˆ ∈ A(S(B)) is given by
bˆ(ω) = ω(b), and, as in (2.21), the Poisson bracket is fully defined by
{aˆ, bˆ} = î[a, b]. (2.28)
The relationship with the previous constructions may be inferred from the inclusion
S(Mk(C)) ⊂Mhk (C)∗1 ∼= (Mhk (C)0)∗ = (isu(k))∗, (2.29)
where Mhk (C)∗1 is the set of linear functionals ϕ : Mk(C) → C that are hermitian
(ϕ(a∗) = ϕ(a)) and normalized (ϕ(Ik) = 1); the remainder is obvious from (2.26).
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3 Strict deformation quantization of S(Mk(C))
In this section we state and prove our first main theorem.8 We wish to construct
a strict deformation quantization of Xk = S(Mk(C)) according to Definition 1.1,
where the continuous bundle of C∗-algebras is given by the fibers (1.17) - (1.18),
with continuity structure as explained before these equations, and Poisson structure
on Xk as defined in the previous subsection. We therefore still need to construct:
(i) A suitable dense Poisson subalgebra A˜0 of C
∞(Xk);
(ii) Quantization maps Q1/N : A˜0 →Mk(C)N , cf. (1.19).
Although the space we quantize is Xk, we will (often without comment) use both
identifications Xk ∼= Dk and Xk ∼= Qk explained in the previous chapter, the latter
equipped with the Poisson structure of Definition 2.3. As usual, B = Mk(C).
3.1 Choice of the Poisson subalgebra A˜0
As before, we choose a basis {b1, ...bk2−1} of isu(k) satisfying (2.6) and (2.7), where
su(k) is a real vector space. Using complex coefficients, the hermitian matrices
(Ik, b1, ..., bk2−1) then form a basis of the complex vector space Mk(C). We introduce
a subspace of
⊕∞
M=0B
M making use of the symmetrized tensor product
a1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s aN = SN(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN), (3.1)
where SN is defined in (1.11) and we adopt the Einstein summation convention. We
define Z ⊂⊕∞M=0 BM as the subspace consisting of all elements of the form
z = c0Ik ⊕ cj11 bj1 ⊕ cj1j22 bj1 ⊗s bj2 ⊕ ...⊕ cj1···jMM bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjM , (M = 0, 1, . . .),
(3.2)
where the coefficients cj1···jLL ∈ C are symmetric, ji ∈ {1, ..., k2−1}, and i = 1, ..., N .
Remark 3.1. (1) The matrices Ik and all of the bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjN , where ji ∈
{1, ..., k2− 1} and i = 1, ..., N , are linearly independent and form a basis of Z.
(2) Z does not depend on the initial choice of the basis {b1, ..., bk2−1} of isu(k). 
We now introduce an important auxiliary linear map χ : Z → C(S(B)), through
which we will construct A˜0. By linearity, χ is completely defined if, for ω ∈ S(B),
χ(Ik)(ω) = 1, i.e. χ(Ik) = 1S(B); (3.3)
χ(bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjN )(ω) = ωN(bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjN ) = ω(bj1) · · ·ω(bjN ). (3.4)
By definition of weak ∗-topology we have χ(z) ∈ C(Xk), since z ∈ Z is a finite sum.
8Some ideas in the proof were inspired by techniques in [4, 10, 21], as rewritten in terms of
continuous bundles of C∗-algebras in [16, Ch. 8]. The relationship between the strict deformation
quantization of Xk (constructed below) and of its extreme boundary CPk−1 (cf. footnote 5 and
[5, 16]) is unclear; even for k = 2 the fiber algebras A1/N are different, namely A1/N = M2(C)N
for X2 ∼= B3 and A1/N = MN+1(C) for CP1 ∼= S2. On the other hand, the ground state of the
quantum Curie–Weiss model lies in CN+1, see (4.8), whereas its classical counterpart(s) lie in S2,
so perhaps one should look for embeddings MN+1(C) ↪→M2(C)N “quantizing” S2 ↪→ B3, etc.
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Lemma 3.2. The map χ : Z → C(S(B)), is injective, so that in particular all
functionals 1S(B) and χ(bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjN ) are linearly independent.
For the proof see Appendix A. We can now define our Poisson subalgebra as
A˜0 = χ(Z). (3.5)
Then A˜0 is a ‖ · ‖∞ dense subspace of C(S(B)) by injectivity of χ and the Stone–
Weierstrass theorem (if necessary using the homomorphism S(B) ∼= Qk, or directly
in its C∗-algebraic version). Indeed, it follows from (2.11) and (3.3) - (3.4) that
(using the Einstein summation convention) generic elements of A˜0 take the form
χ(c0Ik ⊕ cj11 bj1 ⊕ cj1j22 bj1 ⊗s bj2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ cj1···jMM bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjM )(ω)
= c0 + c
j1
1 xj1 + c
j1j2
2 xj1xj2 + · · ·+ cj1···jMM xj1 · · ·xjM . (3.6)
Since (under Xk ∼= Qk) elements of A˜0 are polynomials, we also have A˜0 ⊂ C∞(Xk),
and using Definition 2.3, it is also clear that A˜0 is a Poisson subalgebra of C
∞(Xk).
3.2 Quantization maps
We define Q1/N : A˜0 →Mk(C)N by linear extension of its values on the basis vectors
χ(Ik) and χ(bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjL) of A˜0 (L ∈ N), (3.3) - (3.4). On those, we define
Q1/N(χ(bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjL)) =
{
SL,N(bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjL), if N ≥ L
0, if N < L,
(3.7)
Q1/N(χ(Ik)) = Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
. (3.8)
Remark 3.3. Suppose that z ∈ Z takes the form (3.2) with not all coefficients
cj1···jMM vanishing. Then there exists z1 ∈ BM , such that
Q1/N(χ(z)) = SM,N(z1) if N ≥M. (3.9)
To construct z1 from z, it is sufficient to replace every summand
cj1···jLL bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjL ∈ BL (3.10)
in (3.2) by a corresponding term
cj1···jLL bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjL ⊗s Ik ⊗s · · · ⊗s Ik ∈ BM , (3.11)
where the factor Ik occurs M − L times, so that
z1 = (c0 Ik ⊗s · · · ⊗s Ik︸ ︷︷ ︸
M times
)⊕ (cj11 bj1 ⊗s Ik ⊗s · · · ⊗s Ik︸ ︷︷ ︸
M−1 times
)
⊕ · · · ⊕ (cj1···jMM bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjM ), (3.12)
With z as in (3.2), where not all Cj1···jMM vanish, and z1 ∈ BM as in (3.12), it
immediately follows from the definition of Q1/N that (3.9) holds. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let S(Mk(C)) be the state space of Mk(C)). The following data give
a strict deformation quantization of S(Mk(C)) in the sense of Definition 1.1:
1. The continuous bundle of C∗-algebras over the base space (1.8) with fibers
(1.17) - (1.18), with continuity structure as explained before these equations;
2. The (canonical) Poisson structure on S(Mk(C)) defined in §2.3:
3. The dense Poisson subalgebra A˜0 ⊂ C∞(S(Mk(C))) ⊂ A0 defined by (3.5);
4. The maps Q1/N : A˜0 →Mk(C)N defined by linear extension of (3.7) - (3.8).
Proof. For each a0 ∈ A˜0, the following map is a continuous section of the bundle:
0→ a0 (3.13)
1/N → Q1/N(a0) (N > 0). (3.14)
This is true because continuous sections are given by (quasi) symmetric sequences
and the sequence of the Q1/N(a0) defined in (3.7) - (3.7) is even symmetric due to
(3.9). The only nontrivial part of the proof is the Dirac-Groenewold-Rieffel condition
lim
N→∞
∣∣∣∣iN [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]−Q1/N({f, g})∣∣∣∣N = 0, (3.15)
where h, g ∈ A˜0. Since both terms in the norm in (3.15) are bilinear in f and g, and
the case where f or g equals 1S(Mk(C)) is trivially satisfied (since Q1/N(1S(Mk(C))) is
the unit operator in BN), it is is sufficient to prove this for basis elements of A˜0:
f = χ(bi1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s biM ), g = χ(bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjL). (3.16)
For these functions, we have by definition
f(x1, . . . , xk2−1) = xi1 · · ·xiM ; g(x1, . . . , xk2−1) = xj1 · · ·xjL . (3.17)
As a consequence of (2.23) and (2.24), we obtain
{f, g} =
(∑
l
C li1j1xlxi2 · · ·xiMxj2 · · ·xjL
+
∑
l
C li1j2xlxi2 · · ·xiMxj1xj3 · · ·xjL
+ · · ·+
∑
l
C liM jLxlxi1xj1 · · ·xiM−1xj1xj3 · · · xjL−1
)
,
where all possible Poisson brackets {xil , xjm} =
∑
l C
l
iljm
xl are considered for l =
1, . . . ,M , m = 1, . . . , L. From this expression we compute Q1/N({f, g}) in (3.15):
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Q1/N({f, g}) = SM+L−1,N
(∑
l
C li1j1bl ⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL
+
∑
l
C li1j2bl ⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL
+ · · ·+
+
∑
l
C liM jLbl ⊗ bi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM−1 ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL−1
)
. (3.18)
Let us pause to analyse the remaining term in the norm in (3.15), more precisely,
[Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)] = [SM,N(f
−1(f)), SL,N(f−1(g))]. (3.19)
Lemma 3.5. Consider elements a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN and b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bN of BN . Then
[SN(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN), SN(a′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′N)]
=
1
N !
∑
pi∈P(N)
(
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)− SN (a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN)) .
(3.20)
Proof. See Appendix A.
Let us to evaluate the commutator
[Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)] = [SM,N(f
−1(f)), SL,N(f−1(g))] (3.21)
in the concrete case from where f and g are given by (3.16). Then the relevant
sequences in BN are
a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN = bi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik; (3.22)
a′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′N = bj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik, (3.23)
since, from (3.16) and the definition of SP,N , i.e.,
SM,N(f
−1(f)) = SN(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN); (3.24)
SL,N(f
−1(g)) = SN(a′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′N). (3.25)
Keeping (3.22) and (3.23), for L ≤ M fixed and large N there are three types of
permutations pi ∈ P(N) classified by the following distinct properties of the elements
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N) or a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN)
in the right-hand side of (3.20):
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I. For every factor ala
′
pi(l) (resp. a
′
pi(l)al), either al = Ik or a
′
pi(l) = Ik (or both);
II. There is exactly one factor ala
′
pi(l) (resp. a
′
pi(l)al) with both al 6= Ik and a′pi(l) 6= Ik;
III.There is more than one factor ala
′
pi(l) (resp. a
′
pi(l)al) with both al 6= Ik and a′pi(l) 6= Ik.
We accordingly decompose P(N) into three pairwise disjoint parts as
P(N) = P(N)I ∪ P(N)II ∪ P(N)III . (3.26)
This decomposition induces a corresponding decomposition of [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]
arising from the right-hand side of (3.20), taking (3.25) into account, where a sum
over pi ∈ P(N) shows up. We symbolically write this decomposition as
[Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)] = [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]I
+ [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]II
+ [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]III . (3.27)
It should be clear that∑
pi∈P(N)I
(
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)− SN (a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN)) = 0, (3.28)
so that [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]I = 0. The term [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]II is proportional to∑
pi∈P(N)II
(
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)− SN (a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN))
=
∑
pi∈P(N)II
SN
(
[a1, a
′
pi(1)]⊗ a2a′pi(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)
+
∑
pi∈P(N)II
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ [a2, a′pi(2)]⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)
+ · · ·
+
∑
pi∈P(N)II
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ a2a′pi(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ [aN , a′pi(N)]
)
, (3.29)
where, for each fixed pi ∈ P(N)II , there is exactly one pair al, a′pi(l) with both al 6= Ik
and a′pi(l) 6= Ik (so that at most the commutator [al, a′pi(l)] does not vanish and the
overall sum above contains at most one non-vanishing summand depending on pi).
Let us focus on the first summand in the right-hand side of (3.29) and consider
the generic summand therein for some pi ∈ P(N)II , namely
SN
(
[a1, a
′
pi(1)]⊗ a2a′pi(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)
, (3.30)
where we assume, to avoid a trivial case, that a1 6= Ik and a′pi(1) 6= Ik. Recall that
a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN = bi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik; (3.31)
a′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′N = bj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik, (3.32)
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where we assume M ≥ L. Since, in every pair aj, a′pi(j) with j > 2 at least one of the
elements must coincide with Ik, the following identity must hold:
SN
(
[a1, a
′
pi(1)]⊗ a2a′pi(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)
=
SN
(
[bi1 , bjpi(1) ]⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bjpi(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjpi(L) ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik
)
. (3.33)
The number of all permutations pi of type II and with fixed value pi(1) can be easily
evaluated as (see Appendix A for a more general formula)
CN =
(N − L)!(N −M)!
(N − L−M + 1)! . (3.34)
Each of these permutations makes the same contribution (3.33) to the first summand
in the right-hand side of (3.29), because changing pi in this way just amounts to
keeping the factor [bi1 , bjpi(1) ] and permuting the remaining factors in the argument
of SN in the right-hand side of (3.33). This cannot change the final value in view
of the very presence of the symmetrizer SN . An identical argument applies to the
remaining terms in the right-hand side of (3.29). Summing up, we can now write
C−1N
∑
pi∈P(N)II
(
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)− SN (a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN))
= SN ([bi1 , bj1 ]⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik)
+ SN ([bi1 , bj2 ]⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik)
+ · · ·+
+ SN
(
bi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM−1 ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL−1 ⊗ [biM , bjL ]⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik
)
,
where all possible commutators [bil , bjm ] are considered for l = 1, . . . ,M and m =
1, . . . , L. We finally have that the term iN [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]II equals
iN [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]II =
i
N
N !
∑
pi∈P(N)II
(
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)− SN (a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN))
=
−CN
(N − 1)!SN
(∑
l
C li1j1bl ⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik
+
∑
l
C li1j2bl ⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik
+ · · ·+
+
∑
l
C liM jLbl ⊗ bi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM−1 ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL−1 ⊗ Ik ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ik
)
,
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which can be rearranged to
iN [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]II =
−CN
(N − 1)!SM+L−1,N
(∑
l
C li1j1bl ⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL
+
∑
l
C li1j2bl ⊗ bi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL
+ · · ·+
+
∑
l
C liM jLbl ⊗ bi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ biM−1 ⊗ bj1 ⊗ bj3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bjL−1
)
, (3.35)
where we have freely rearranged the order of some factors (which we may do since
this order is irrelevant in view of the presence of the symmetizator SN).
We now observe that the last expression for iN [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]II is identical to
the expression of Q1/N({f, g}) found in (3.18), up to the factor CN(N−1)! . However, a
direct computation using Stirling’s formula proves that, for fixed M,L,
CN
(N − 1)! → 1 for N →∞. (3.36)
To conclude the proof of (3.15), exploiting (3.36) and the triangle inequality for the
norm in (3.15), it is therefore sufficient to prove that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣[ CN(N − 1)! − 1
]
Q1/N({f, g})
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N
→ 0; (3.37)
‖iN [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]III‖N → 0 (3.38)
are both valid as N → ∞. The former is true as a consequence of (3.18) and the
following property of the maps SM,L for M ≤ L, which is easy to prove:
‖SM,L(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aM)‖M ≤ max{‖aj‖M | j = 1, . . . ,M}. (3.39)
This implies that ‖Q1/N({f, g})‖ is a bounded function of N (for f and g given
as above), so that (3.36) implies (3.37). Regarding the latter, we observe that the
conjunction of (3.25), the property
N [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)] = N [SM,N(f
−1(f)), SL,N(f−1(g))], (3.40)
and Lemma 3.5 imply
‖iN [Q1/N(f), Q1/N(g)]III‖N ≤ 2C
(N − 1)!#P(N)III (3.41)
for the constant
C = max
{‖bim‖M‖bjl‖L ∣∣ m = 1, . . . ,M, l = 1, . . . , L} . (3.42)
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Referring to the discussion just before (3.26), one can prove (see Appendix A) that
the number #P(N)K of elements pi ∈ P(N) for which the string
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N),
or, equivalently,
a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN ,
in the right-hand side of (3.20) includes exactly K factors ala
′
pi(l) (resp. a
′
pi(l)al) with
both al 6= Ik and a′pi(l) 6= Ik is equal to
#P(N)K = L!M !(N − L)!(N −M)!
K!(L−K)!(M −K)!(N − L−M +K)! , (3.43)
where we assumed 0 ≤ K ≤ L ≤M and N large. Hence
#P(N)III
(N − 1)! =
1
(N − 1)!
L∑
K=2
L!M !(N − L)!(N −M)!
K!(N −M − L+K)!(L−K)!(M −K)! . (3.44)
As a consequence, for some constant A > 0 depending on L,M , we have
#P(N)III
(N − 1)! ≤
A(N − L)!(N −M)!
(N − 1)!(N −M − L+ 2)!
=
ACN
(N − 1)!
1
(N −M − L+ 2) , (3.45)
where we used (3.34). Taking advantage of (3.36), we obtain
#P(N)III
(N − 1)! → 0 for N →∞. (3.46)
This result implies that (3.38) holds because of (3.41), which concludes the proof.
Remark 3.6. Observe that we can rearrange (3.43) as
#P(N)K = (N − L)!L!
(
M
K
)(
N −M
L−K
)
. (3.47)
As a consequence, expoliting the well-known Chu-Vandermonde identity, we find
L∑
K=0
#P(N)K = (N − L)!L!
L∑
K=0
(
M
K
)(
N −M
L−K
)
= (N − L)!L!
(
N
L
)
= N !, (3.48)
that is,
L∑
K=0
#P(N)K = #P(N), (3.49)
as it must be. 
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4 Application to the Curie–Weiss model
We now apply our quantization maps Q1/N of Theorem 3.4 to the (quantum) Curie–
Weiss model,9 which corresponds to the case k = 2. The quantum Curie–Weiss
Hamiltonian, defined on a lattice with N sites (whose geometric configuration,
including its dimension, is irrelevant, as is typical for mean-field models), is
hCW1/N :C2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
→ C2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
; (4.1)
hCW1/N =
1
N
(
− J
2N
N∑
i,j=1
σ3(i)σ3(j)−B
N∑
j=1
σ1(j)
)
. (4.2)
Here σk(j) stands for I2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σk ⊗ · · · ⊗ I2, where σk occupies the j-th slot, and
J,B ∈ R are given constants defining the strength of the spin-spin coupling and the
(transverse) external magnetic field, respectively. Note that
hCW1/N ∈ Sym(M2(C)⊗N), (4.3)
where Sym(M2(C)⊗N) is the range of the symmetrizer SN defined in (1.11); in other
words, as a sequence indexed by N ∈ N the operators (4.2) form a symmetric
sequence. Our interest will lie in the limit N →∞. As such, we rewrite (4.2) as
hCW1/N = −
J
2N(N − 1)
N∑
i 6=j, i,j=1
σ3(i)σ3(j)− B
N
N∑
j=1
σ1(j) +O(1/N).
= Q1/N(h
CW
0 ) +O(1/N) (4.4)
where O(1/N) is meant in norm, and the classical Curie–Weiss Hamiltonian is
hCW0 : B
3 7→ R; (4.5)
hCW0 (x, y, z) = −
(
J
2
z2 +Bx
)
, x = (x, y, z) ∈ Q2. (4.6)
Recall that B3 = {x ∈ R3 | ‖x‖ ≤ 1} is the closed unit ball in R3, arising in this
context as the parameter space Q2, as explained in §2.2. Clearly, recalling (3.5),
hCW0 ∈ A˜0 ⊂ C∞(B3) ⊂ C(B3) ∼= C(S(M2(C))) = A0. (4.7)
Therefore, up to a small error as N → ∞, the quantum Curie–Weiss Hamiltonian
(4.2) is given by deformation quantization of its classical counterpart (4.6).
9This model exists in both a classical and a quantum version and is a mean-field approximation
to the Ising model. See e.g. [11] for a mathematically rigorous treatment of the classical version,
and [8, 14] for the quantum version. Quantum mean field theories (starting with the BCS model of
superconductivity) have been subjected to intense mathematical scrutiny since the 1960s, starting
with work of Bogoliubov and Haag; see the notes to §10.8 on pages 432-433 of [16] for extensive
references and history. As already mentioned, for our approach the papers [4, 10, 21] played an
important role. See also [1] for a very detailed discussion of the quantum Curie–Weiss model.
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4.1 Classical limit and Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
We henceforth assume B ∈ (0, 1) and J = 1, in which regime the quantum CW
model exhibits Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB). One can prove (see [14],
[26, §5.3], [27]) that for each N = 1, 2, 3, . . . the ground-state vector Ψ(0)N of hCW1/N is
unique (up to phase factors and normalization) and belongs to the symmetric space
SymN(C2) = C2 ⊗s · · · ⊗s C2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
∼= CN+1. (4.8)
Instead of looking for a possible limit of Ψ
(0)
N as a vector in some Hilbert space,
which would involve the messy infinite tensor products of von Neumann (see [16,
§8.4]), we redefine the notion of a state in the spirit of the algebraic formulation of
quantum theory, and consider the so-called (algebraic) vector states (1.21), i.e.,
ω
(0)
1/N(·) = 〈Ψ(0)N , ·Ψ(0)N 〉, (4.9)
which are associated to the unit vectors Ψ
(0)
N (these are positive normalized func-
tionals on the C∗-algebras M2(C)N and hence are states in the C∗-algebraic sense).
Each state ω
(0)
1/N is defined on the fiber A1/N = M2(C)
N of our continuous bundle
of C∗-algebras (1.17) - (1.18), and we hope that the sequence (ω(0)1/N)N∈N converges
to some state ω
(0)
0 on A0 = C(S(M2(C))) in the sense of (1.20). If it does, by the
Riesz representation theorem the limit state ω0 corresponds to a probability measure
µ(0) on S(M2(C)) ∼= B3; pure states then correspond to Dirac measures, which are
concentrated at single points of B3. As a hallmark of SSB,10 we note that unlike
the case where N is finite, for 0 < B < 1 and J = 1 the ground state of the classical
CW hamiltonian (4.5) is not unique: first interpreting the notion of a ground state
in the usual way, i.e. as a point x ∈ B3 where the function hCW0 assumes an absolute
minimum, for example for B = 1/2, J = 1 we find two such minima x±, given by
x± =
(
1
2 , 0,± 12
√
3
)
. (4.10)
Algebraically, these define Dirac measures µ
(0)
± localized at x±, or the corresponding
functionals ω
(0)
± on C(B
3), given by ω
(0)
± (f) = f(x±), where h ∈ C(B3). If we now
look at the Z2-symmetry of the classical CW hamiltonian (4.5), given by
(x, y, z) 7→ (x,−y,−z), (4.11)
then clearly neither x+ nor x− is invariant under this symmetry: instead, x± is
mapped to x∓. Thus no pure invariant ground state exists. However, the mixture
ω(0) = 12(ω
(0)
+ + ω
(0)
− ), (4.12)
which also qualifies as a ground state in the algebraic sense, is invariant but not pure.
At least in the language of algebraic quantum theory this is the essence of SSB:
10See [16, §10.3] or [27, §1] for the algebraic picture of SSB we use here.
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Pure ground states are not invariant, whilst invariant ground states are not pure.
In contrast, for anyN <∞ the quantum CW model has no SSB, since it has a unique
invariant pure ground state [14], [26, §5.3], [27].11 The relevant Z2-symmetry of hCW1/N
is given by the N -fold tensor power of the automorphism of M2(C) given by
a 7→ σ1aσ1, (4.13)
see §B.1 or [16, §10.8]. If ζ is the nontrivial element (-1) of Z2, we denote the auto-
morphism of M2(C)N induced by (4.13) by ζ(1/N), and write the pullback of (4.11)
to C(B3) as ζ(0). Then ζ(0) leaves A˜0 invariant, and each map Q1/N is equivariant:
Q1/N ◦ ζ(0) = ζ(1/N) ◦Q1/N . (4.14)
Furthermore, since the ground state Ψ
(0)
N of h
CW
1/N (seen as a unit vector) is unique
up to a phase, its associated algebraic state ω
(0)
1/N is strictly invariant under Z2, i.e.
ω
(0)
1/N ◦ ζ(1/N) = ω(0)1/N . (4.15)
Combining (4.14) and (4.15), we obtain, for any h ∈ A˜0,
ω
(0)
1/N(Q1/N(ζ
(0)(f))) = ω
(0)
1/N(Q1/N(f)), (4.16)
so that if the limit (1.20) exists, the limit state ω
(0)
0 satisfies
ω
(0)
0 ◦ ζ(0) = ω(0)0 . (4.17)
One may therefore expect that the sequence (ω
(0)
1/N)N of (pure) ground states of the
quantum CW Hamiltonian converges to the invariant state ω(0) as N → ∞ in the
sense of (1.20), and this is indeed what we shall prove, at least for f ∈ A˜0. Part of
the proof of Theorem 4.1 relies on (convincing) numerical evidence about the large
N behavior of Ψ
(0)
N , summarized in Assumption 4.5 in §4.3 below. Those who only
accept strictly analytic proofs might prefer to state this evidence, i.e. Assumption
4.5, as an hypothesis for the theorem, but we consider it part of the proof.12
Theorem 4.1. Let Q1/N : A˜0 →M2(C)N be the quantization maps defined by linear
extension of (3.7) - (3.8), cf. Theorem 3.4, and let Ψ
(0)
N be the (unit) ground state
vector in (4.9) of the Hamiltonian (4.2) of the quantum Curie–Weiss model. Then
lim
N→∞
ω
(0)
1/N(Q1/N(f)) = ω
(0)(f), (4.18)
for all h ∈ A˜0, where ω(0)1/N and ω(0) are defined in (4.9) and (4.12), respectively.
Unfolding (4.18) on the basis of (4.9) and (4.12), the theorem therefore states that
lim
N→∞
〈Ψ(0)N , Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉 = 12(f(x+) + f(x−)), (4.19)
for any polynomial function f on B3 (parametrizing the state space of M2(C)),
where the points x± ∈ B3 are given by (4.10). This is our second main result.
11Again, in the algebraic sense; the physicists’s ground state vector Ψ
(0)
N is unique up to a phase.
12The question why in nature one of the pure symmetry-breaking states ω
(0)
± is found, rather
than the mixture ω(0), is answered in [27], partly based on the “tower of states” of P.W. Anderson.
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4.2 Coherent spin states and Dicke basis in SymN(C2)
Our proof relies on the large-N behaviour of the components of Ψ
(0)
N . By permutation
symmetry of the Hamiltonian and uniqueness of the ground state we know that Ψ
(0)
N
lies in the symmetric subspace SymN(C2) of (C2)N⊗. We will introduce a certain
bases of that subspace with respect to which the asymptotics of Ψ
(0)
N will be studied.
Let | ↑〉, | ↓〉 denote the eigenvectors of σ3 in C2, so that σ3| ↑〉 = | ↑〉 and
σ3|↓〉 = −|↓〉. If Ω ∈ S2, with polar angles θΩ ∈ (0, pi), φΩ ∈ (−pi, pi), we define13
|Ω〉1 = cos θΩ
2
|↑〉+ eiφΩ sin θΩ
2
|↓〉. (4.20)
Writing σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3), it is easy to prove that
Ω · σ|Ω〉1 = |Ω〉1. (4.21)
If N ∈ N, the associated N-coherent spin state |Ω〉N ∈ SymN(C2), equipped with
the usual scalar product 〈·, ·〉N inherited from (C2)N , is defined as follows [19]:
|Ω〉N = |Ω〉1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |Ω〉1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
. (4.22)
We occasionally also adopt the alternative notation |Ωθ,φ〉N , which emphasizes the
dependence of Ω of the polar angles (θ, φ). An explicit expression of |Ω〉N can be
presented through the so-called Dicke basis of SymN(C2), given by
{|k,N − k〉 | k = 0, 1 . . . , N}, (4.23)
where |k,N − k〉 is the normalized vector obtained by symmetrization of a tensor
product of N vectors in C2 whose k factors are of type |↑〉 and the remaining N − k
factors are of type |↓〉. A simple computation relying upon (4.20) and (4.22) yields
|Ωθ,φ〉N =
N∑
k=0
√(
N
k
)
cos (θ/2)k sin (θ/2)N−kei(N−k)φ|k,N − k〉. (4.24)
Coherent spin states form an overcomplete set of vectors for SymN(C2), in that
〈Ψ,Φ〉N = N + 1
4pi
∫
S2
〈Ψ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Φ〉NdΩ, for all Ψ,Φ ∈ SymN(C2). (4.25)
Here dΩ indicates the unique SO(3)-invariant Haar measure on S2 with
∫
S2
dΩ = 4pi,
which, in turn, coincides with the measure generated by the metric induced to the
embedded submanifold S2 from R3. Another property relevant for our computations,
which straightforwardly follows from (4.20) - (4.22), is
|〈Ω,Ω′〉N |2 =
(
1 + cos Φ(Ω,Ω′)
2
)N
, (4.26)
where
cos Φ(Ωθ,φ,Ωθ′,φ′) = cos θ cos θ
′ + sin θ sin θ′ cos(φ− φ′) (4.27)
is the cosine of the angle Φ between Ωθ,φ and Ωθ′,φ′ .
13In the literature there are some inequivalent definitions of the overall non-constant phase
affecting |Ω〉1 [19, 3], but all choices have the same important properties listed here.
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1
With the help of a good numerical evidence, we are now in a position to prove (4.18).
We will take advantage of some preparatory results we are going to discuss. The
first one is a pivotal proposition whose proof is unfortunately a bit technical.14
Proposition 4.2. Let h : S2 → C be a bounded measurable function that is C1(A)
for some open set A ⊂ S2. Then the following properties hold for every Ω′ ∈ A:
(a) If ` > 0, then
h(Ω′) = lim
N→∞
`(N + 1)
4pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ω′,Ω〉N |2`dΩ. (4.28)
(b) In particular,∣∣∣∣h(Ω′)− `(N + 1)4pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ω′,Ω〉N |2`dΩ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ B`‖h‖∞ + C(A)` ‖dh‖(A)∞√N , (4.29)
where
‖dh‖(A)∞ = sup
Ω∈A
√
gΩ(dh, dh), (4.30)
in which gΩ is the inner product on T
∗
ΩS
2 induced from R3, and B`, C(A)` ≥ 0
are constants independent of h and Ω′ (but C(A)` depends on A).
Proof. See Appendix A.
Remark 4.3. (1) Here ‖dh‖(A)∞ could be infinite and, in that case, (4.29) is triv-
ially valid for every choice of C
(A)
` . It is, however, always possible to restrict A
to a smaller open set with compact closure included in the initial set A where
h is C1. In that case, ‖dh‖(A)∞ is finite. This observation applies to all similar
statements we will establish in the rest of the work.
(2) The apparently cumbersome formulation of Proposition 4.2, where A does not
coincide with S2, is really necessary, since we will use this and similar results
exactly where the functions in question are not everywhere C1. 
Another crucial building block of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is good numerical evi-
dence about the behaviour of the coherent components of 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉 for large N (see
Appendix B). Namely, for sufficiently large N , we have for ` = 1 and ` = 1/2,
N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,φ〉N |2` ≈
N + 1
4pi2`
|〈Ω+,Ωθ,φ〉N |2` + N + 1
4pi2`
|〈Ω−,Ωθ,φ〉N |2`, (4.31)
where Ω± define a pair of corresponding unit vectors x± as in (4.10), always assuming
J = 1 and B = 1/2. In terms of polar angles θ, φ, we have
(θ+, φ+) = (pi/6, 0), (θ−, φ−) = (5pi/6, 0). (4.32)
14Here, and henceforth in similar statements, when dealing with differentiable functions defined
on S2 we always refer to the differentiable structure induced on S2 by R3.
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Remark 4.4. The practical meaning of (4.31) is that, as N increases, the map
Ω 7→ N+1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2` increasingly accurately approximates a linear combination of
two functions, each of which, in turn, tends to a Dirac delta-function centered at Ω+
and Ω− respectively, in accordance with part (a) in Proposition 4.2. In particular,
the set of points Ω where N+1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2` is apreciably different from zero tends
to concentrate around Ω+ and Ω−. 
In figures 1 and 2 the function (θ, φ) 7→ N+1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,φ〉|2 is computed for N = 150;
the peaks at the values (θ, φ) = (pi/6, 0) and (θ, φ) = (5pi/6, 0) are clearly visible.
Figure 1: N+1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,φ〉|2 as a function of θ and φ, for N = 150, J = 1, B = 1/2.
Figure 2: Top view of the previous plot.
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In figure 10 (see Appendix), the angle φ = 0 is fixed and a plot of the two functions
θ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,0〉|2; (4.33)
θ 7→ N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω+,Ωθ,0〉|2 + N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω−,Ωθ,0〉|2 (4.34)
is given. It is evident that the two graphs are almost indistinguishable and this fact
becomes more and more evident as N increases. Similarly, in figure 11, the angle
θ = pi/6 is fixed and a plot of the two functions
φ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2; (4.35)
φ 7→ N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω+,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2 + N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω−,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2 (4.36)
is displayed. It is once again evident that the two graphs are almost indistinguishable
and this fact becomes the more evident the N increases. We repeated the same
analysis for the point 5pi/6, but omitted this plot as its graph looks similar due to
symmetry. Moreover, in the appendix we produce similar plots for ` = 1/2.
Concerning assumptions (a) and (b) below, we will employ an L2 intepretation of
(4.31) for ` = 1 partially suggested by Remark 4.4, and an even weaker interpretation
for ` = 1/2. As a matter of fact, the proof of Theorem 4.1 directly uses the three
requirements in Assumption 4.5 below which are supported by numerical evidence
(Appendix B), independently of (4.31).
To state item (c) in these assumptions, we define, for Ω0 ∈ S2 and r > 0,
Dr(Ω0) = {Ω ∈ S2 | Φ(Ω,Ω0) < r}. (4.37)
It is clear that Dr(Ω0) is a geodesical disk on S
2 centered at Ω0 with radius r.
Assumption 4.5. On numerical evidence, we assume the following properties:
(a) limN→∞∫
S2
(
N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 −
N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω+,Ω〉N |2 − N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω−,Ω〉N |2
)
dΩ = 0.
(4.38)
(b) There is a constant G ≥ 0 such that for every N ∈ N and ` = 1/2, 1,∫
S2
∣∣∣∣N + 14pi |〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2` − N + 14pi2` |〈Ω+,Ω〉N |2` − N + 14pi2` |〈Ω−,Ω〉N |2`
∣∣∣∣ dΩ ≤ G.
(4.39)
(c) For every n ∈ N and ` = 1/2, 1, the sequence of maps
S2 \D1/n(Ω+) ∪D1/n(Ω−) 3 Ω 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2` (4.40)
is bounded by some constant Kn ≥ 0 and pointwise converges to 0.
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Remark 4.6.
(a) Using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, item (c) implies in particular
that, if A ⊂ S2 is a given open set containing Ω+ and Ω−, then
lim
N→∞
∫
S2\A
N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2` = 0. (4.41)
(b) For given ` = 1/2 or 1, the class of functions
S2 3 Ω 7→ N + 1
4pi2`
|〈Ω+,Ω〉N |2` − N + 1
4pi2`
|〈Ω−,Ω〉N |2` (4.42)
also satisfies (c), as is clear from the Proof of Proposition 4.2. 
Together with Proposition 4.2 and the elementary facts about the states |Ω〉 pre-
sented in Section 4.2, these properties of Ψ
(0)
N (assumed valid on the basis of their
numerical evidence) are the source of the following two lemmas:
Lemma 4.7. Let h : S2 → C be a bounded measurable function that is C1(A) for
some open set A ⊂ S2 containing both Ω+ and Ω−. On Assumption 4.5, where (b)
and (c) are required only for ` = 1, one has
lim
N→∞
(N + 1)
4pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2dΩ = 12h(Ω+) + 12h(Ω−). (4.43)
Proof. See Appendix A.
Notation 4.8. From now on, S denotes the south pole of S2 determined by θ = pi
in standard spherical polar coordinates. 
Lemma 4.9. Let h : S2 → C be a bounded measurable function that is C1(A) for
some open set A ⊂ S2 that does not contain S. On Assumption 4.5, where (b) and
(c) are required only for ` = 1, for any Ω′ ∈ A, M ∈ N, and N > M one has∣∣∣∣∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉Nh(Ω)〈Ω,Ω′〉N−MdΩ− 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉Nh(Ω′)
∣∣∣∣
≤ K
(A)‖h‖∞ +
√
C‖f‖2∞ +D(A)‖dF‖(A)∞
(N −M)1/4 , (4.44)
where the constants C,K(A), D(A) ≥ 0 may depend on M , and K(A) and D(A) may
also depend on A, but C,K(A), D(A) are independent of Ω′, h, and F , where
F (Ω) = |h(Ω)− h(Ω′)|2. (4.45)
Proof. See Appendix A.
After these preparations we are finally in a position to prove Theorem 4.1.
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Proof. Let us start the analysis of the large-N behavior of the expectation value
〈Ψ(0)N , Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉 for some fixed polynomial f = f(x) in the components x1, x2, x3
of x ∈ B3 (always supposing J = 1, B = 1/2). From (4.25) we have
〈Ψ(0)N , Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉 =
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω, Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉N . (4.46)
We argue that the above limit for N → ∞ can be computed by restricting the
integration set to S2 \E, where E is the closure of an open neighborhood of S such
that E does not include Ω+ and Ω−. Indeed,∣∣∣∣N + 14pi
∫
E
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω, Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉N
∣∣∣∣ ≤
N + 1
4pi
∫
E
dΩ|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N | ‖Ω〉N‖‖Ψ(0)N ‖‖Q1/N(f)‖, (4.47)
where ‖Ω〉N‖2 = ‖Ψ(0)N ‖2 = 1, and ‖Q1/N(f)‖N → ‖f‖∞ as N →∞. Shrinking E if
necessary, assumption (c) and Remark 4.6 part (a) therefore imply that∣∣∣∣N + 14pi
∫
E
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω, Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉N
∣∣∣∣→ 0. (4.48)
In summary, decomposing the integration set in (4.46) as S2 = E ∪ (S2 \ E), we
conclude that
L = lim
N→∞
〈Ψ(0)N , Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉
= lim
N→∞
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2E
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω, Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉N , (4.49)
where we have defined S2E = S
2 \ E. Taking this result into account and exploiting
(4.25) again, our final task just consists of computing the limit
L = lim
N→∞
(N + 1)2
(4pi)2
∫
S2E
dΩ′
∫
S2
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω, Q1/N(f)Ω′〉N〈Ω′,Ψ(0)N 〉. (4.50)
In view of the definitions of Q1/N and A˜0, and taking advantage of linearity, it is
sufficient to prove the claim for polynomials of the form
f(x) = xj1 · · ·xjM , jr ∈ {1, 2, 3}, r = 1, . . . ,M. (4.51)
In this case, if N ≥M , we have
Q1/N(f) = SM,N(σj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σjM ⊗ I2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ I2). (4.52)
The decisive observation for applying the technical results we have accumulated is
that, as the states |Ω〉N are factorized as in (4.22), we must have
〈Ω, Q1/N(f)Ω′〉N = 〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M , (4.53)
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where
〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M = 〈Ω, σj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σjMΩ〉M . (4.54)
This entails
L = lim
N→∞
(N + 1)2
(4pi)2
∫
S2E
dΩ′
∫
S2
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M〈Ω′,Ψ(0)N 〉.
(4.55)
The idea is now to apply Lemma 4.9 to the inner integral
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M , (4.56)
where the function h ≡ f in the hypotheses of the lemma is now specialised to
S2 3 Ω 7→ k(Ω,Ω′) = 〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉, (4.57)
which depends also parametrically on Ω′. The map S2 × S2 3 (Ω,Ω′) 7→ k(Ω,Ω′) is
trivially bounded and measurable (also in each variable separately). Furthermore,
for every fixed Ω′ ∈ S2E, the restriction S2 3 Ω 7→ k(Ω,Ω′) is C1(A) with A = S2E =
S2\E and the Ω-derivatives of k(Ω,Ω′) are jointly continuous on A×A. If necessary
we can redefine E as a smaller set, in order that the continuity of those derivatives
remains still valid on the compact set A. In this way, we obtain
‖dΩK(·, ·)‖(A×A)∞ = sup
Ω,Ω′∈A
gΩ(dΩK(Ω,Ω
′), dΩK(Ω,Ω′)) <∞, (4.58)
where K(Ω,Ω′) = |〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉 − 〈Ω′, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉|2. For every fixed Ω′ ∈ S2E, we
can apply Lemma 4.9 with the open set A = S2E in common for all Ω
′. Thus we
obtain a first Ω′-dependent bound∣∣∣∣N + 14pi
∫
S2
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M − 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉N〈Ω′, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M
∣∣∣∣
≤ K
(A)‖k(·,Ω′)‖∞ +
√
C‖k(·,Ω′)‖2∞ +D(A)‖dΩK(·,Ω′)‖(A)∞
(N −M)1/4 . (4.59)
where according to Lemma 4.9 the constants K(A), C,D(A) do not depend on the
function k(·,Ω′), i.e., they do not depend on Ω′ (the constants K(A), D(A) do depend
on the set A which, however, is the same for all choices of Ω′). Finally, since
‖k(·,Ω′)‖∞ ≤ ‖k(·, ·)‖∞ and ‖dΩK(·,Ω′)‖(A)∞ ≤ ‖dΩK(·, ·)‖(A×A)∞ , (4.60)
for sufficiently large N we also have a Ω′-uniform bound:∣∣∣∣N + 14pi
∫
S2
dΩ〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M − 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉N〈Ω′, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M
∣∣∣∣
≤ K
(A)‖k(·, ·)‖∞ +
√
C‖k(·, ·)‖2∞ +D(A)‖dΩK(·, ·)‖(A×A)∞
(N −M)1/4 =
C(A)
(N −M)1/4 . (4.61)
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Plugging this result in the right-hand side of (4.55), we immediately have
L = lim
N→∞
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2E
dΩ′〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉N〈Ω′, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M〈Ω′,Ψ(0)N 〉
+ lim
N→∞
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2E
dΩ′RN(Ω′)〈Ω′,Ψ(0)N 〉, (4.62)
where RN(Ω
′) is given by the expression
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2
〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M〈Ω, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉MdΩ− 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉N〈Ω′, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M .
(4.63)
Let us focus on the second limit in (4.62). First of all, observe that (b) in Assumption
4.5, together with (a) in Proposition 4.2 with ` = 1/2 and f = 1 constant, imply
that the integral
∫
S2
(N + 1)|〈Ω′,Ψ(0)N 〉|dΩ′ is bounded when N increases, so that the
corresponding integral over S2E must be bounded as well. Since
|RN(Ω′)| ≤ C(A)/(N −M)1/4, (4.64)
where C(A) from (4.61) does not depend on Ω′, we conclude that the second limit in
(4.62) is 0. In summary,
L = lim
N→∞
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2\E
dΩ′|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉N |2〈Ω′, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M . (4.65)
We can rearrange the above integral into
L = lim
N→∞
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ′Z(Ω′)|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉N |2, (4.66)
where Z(Ω′) = 〈Ω′, Q1/M(f)Ω′〉M if Ω′ ∈ S2 \ E and Z(Ω′) = 0 otherwise. With
this change, we may apply Lemma 4.7 to the function Z, because it satisfies all
requirements, finding
lim
N→∞
〈Ψ(0)N , Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉 = L = 12(Z(Ω+) + Z(Ω−)). (4.67)
However, since Ω± ∈ S2 \ E, the very definition of Z yields
lim
N→∞
〈Ψ(0)N , Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉 =
1
2
〈Ω+, Q1/M(f)Ω+〉M + 1
2
〈Ω−, Q1/M(f)Ω−〉M . (4.68)
From (3.3) - (3.4), (3.7), (3.8), (4.22), and (4.54) we have
〈Ω±, Q1/M(f)Ω±〉M = ω(0)± (f), (4.69)
so that finally,
lim
N→∞
〈Ψ(0)N , Q1/N(f)Ψ(0)N 〉 = 12ω(0)+ (f) + 12ω(0)− (f) = ω(0)(f), (4.70)
and the proof is complete.
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A Proof of some technical propositions
A.1 Quantization map
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Since χ is linear, the claim is equivalent to the implication
χ(z) = 0→ z = 0, where z ∈ Z has the generic form
z = c0Ik ⊕ cj11 bj1 ⊕ cj1j22 bj1 ⊗s bj2 ⊕ ...⊕ cj1···jMM bj1 ⊗s · · · ⊗s bjM , (A.1)
The requirement χ(z) = 0 means χ(z)(ω) = 0, for all ω ∈ C(S(B)). Thinking of
the states ω as density matrices of Dk represented by the affine parametrization
(Qk, Fk) defined in (2.9), the map S(B) 3 ω 7→ χ(z)(ω) is clearly the restriction of
a polynomial in k2− 1 variables (x1, . . . , xk2−1) ∈ R, which determine ω through Fk
when restricted to Qk, that is,
χ(z)(ω) = c0 + c
j1
1 xj1 + c
j1j2
2 xj1xj2 + · · ·+ cj1...jMM xj1 · · · xjM , (A.2)
where we have taken (2.11) into account. Since the interior of Qk is not empty (and
open by definition) and the polynomial therefore vanishes on some open nonempty
set, it vanishes everywhere, hence all coefficients cj1...jNN are zero. From (A.1), we
have proven that, for z ∈ Z the condition χ(z) = 0 implies that z = 0, as wanted.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. The definition (1.11) of SN implies
SN(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN)SN(a′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′N) =
1
N !2
∑
σ∈P(N)
∑
pi∈P(N)
aσ(1)a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aσ(N)a′pi(N)
=
1
N !2
∑
σ
∑
pi
aσ(1)a
′
σ◦pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aσ(N)a′σ◦pi(N), (A.3)
since, for any given σ ∈ P(N), the map pi 7→ σ ◦ pi is a bijection of the permutation
group P(N). Exploiting the definition of SN once again yields
1
N !2
∑
σ
∑
pi
aσ(1)a
′
σ◦pi(1)⊗· · ·⊗aσ(N)a′σ◦pi(N) =
1
N !
∑
pi∈P(N)
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)
,
(A.4)
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so that
SN(a1⊗· · ·⊗aN)SN(a′1⊗· · ·⊗a′N) =
1
N !
∑
pi∈P(N)
SN
(
a1a
′
pi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aNa′pi(N)
)
. (A.5)
A similar arguments gives
SN(a
′
1⊗· · ·⊗a′N)SN(a1⊗· · ·⊗aN) =
1
N !
∑
pi∈P(N)
SN
(
a′pi(1)a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a′pi(N)aN
)
, (A.6)
proving the claim. 
Proof of Equation (3.43). We have to compute the number of all possible bijective
maps fpi (corresponding to permutations pi
−1 when pi ∈ P(N)K) whose domain
consists of the following N elements: L elements {bj1 , . . . , bjL} together with N −L
identities Ik. All those elements are viewed as distinct objects. The codomain of fpi
consists of N elements: M elements {bi1 , . . . , biM} together with N −M identities
Ik. Again, all those elements are viewed as distinct objects. We assume L ≤M and
the maps we want to count are those that map exactly K elements among those in
{bj1 , . . . , bjL} to distinct elements of the subset {bi1 , . . . , biM} of the codomain.
We start by choosing K couples whose first element is chosen from the set
{bj1 , . . . , bjL} and the corresponding second element (the image of the former ac-
cording to fpi) is from the set {bi1 , . . . , biM}. We can do this in
L(L− 1) · · · (L−K + 1)M(M − 1) . . . (M −K + 1)
K!
(A.7)
different ways, where the factor 1/K! is needed because the order we use to select
the said K couples does not matter. This number can be rewritten as
L!
(L−K)!
M !
(M −K)!
1
K!
. (A.8)
We have now to assign the images via fpi of the remaining L − K elements of the
set {bj1 , . . . , bjL} in the domain (having removed the K elements as above), which
must be injectively mapped to the subset of the codomain consisting of N −M unit
elements Ik. Keeping the initial order of those L − K elements, the image of the
first one can be taken in (N −M) ways, the image of the second one in (N −M −1)
ways, and so on. This leads to a number of
(N −M)(N −M − 1) · · · (N −M − (L−K) + 1) = (N −M)!
(N − L−M +K)! (A.9)
choices. The total number of choices is the product of (A.8) and (A.9). To conclude,
we have to injectively assign the values of the reamaing N − L elements Ik of the
domain of fpi into the set of remaining N − L values of the codomain: this gives
(N − L)! choices. The total amount of choices is then identical to (3.43):
1
K!
L!
(L−K)!
M !
(M −K)!
(N − L)!(N −M)!
(N − L−M +K)! . (A.10)

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A.2 Classical limit
Proof of Proposition 4.2. From now on, S2 is viewed as an embedded submani-
fold of R3 endowed with the differentiable structure, the metric and the associated
measure (which coincides with dΩ) induced by R3.
Proof of (a). Since the measure dΩ and cos Φ(Ω,Ω′) are both rotationally
invariant, we assume without loss of generality that Ω′ coincides with ez and we
only demonstrate the claim for this choice. Writing N ′ = N + 1, for ` > 0 we have
IN =
`N ′
4pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ω,Ω′〉N |2`dΩ = `N
′
2`N4pi
∫
[0,pi)×(−pi,pi]
h(θ, φ)(1 + cos θ)`N sin θdθdφ.
(A.11)
Notice that the integral is well defined because |〈Ω,Ω′〉N |2 is smooth and bounded
by some constant when Ω ranges in S2, h is L1 with respect to dΩ because it is
measurable and bounded, and S2 has finite measure. The same argument applies
to the integrals appearing in the rest of the proof. To go on, we decompose
h(Ω) = h(Ω′) + h(Ω)− h(Ω′) (A.12)
so that
IN = h(Ω
′)
`N ′
2`N4pi
∫
S2
(1 + cos θ)`N sin θdθdφ+
`N ′
2`N4pi
∫
S2
[h(Ω)− h(Ω′)](1 + cos θ)`NdΩ.
(A.13)
A direct computation leads to
`N ′h(Ω′)
2`N4pi
∫
S2
(1 + cos θ)`N sin θdθdφ = h(Ω′)
`(N + 1)
2`N+1
2`N+1
`N + 1
→ h(Ω′), (A.14)
as N →∞. To conclude the proof, we need to show that
`N ′
2`N4pi
∫
S2
[h(Ω)− h(Ω′)](1 + cos θ)`NdΩ→ 0 for N →∞. (A.15)
Actually, it is sufficient to establish that
`N ′
2`N4pi
∫
A
|h(Ω)− h(Ω′)||1 + cos θ|`NdΩ→ 0 for N →∞, (A.16)
where A ⊂ S2 is an open neighborhood of Ω′, in particular the one appearing in the
hypothesis where f is C1. In fact, on S2 \ A we have ∣∣1+cos θ
2
∣∣ ≤ K < 1 for some
K ∈ (0, 1) so that lnK < 0 and
`N ′
4pi
∣∣∣∣1 + cos θ2
∣∣∣∣`N ≤ `(N + 1)4pi e`N lnK → 0 for N →∞. (A.17)
Therefore,
lim
N→∞
`N ′
2`N4pi
∫
S2\A
|h(Ω)− h(Ω′)||1 + cos θ|`NdΩ ≤ 2‖h‖∞`N ′e`N lnK = 0. (A.18)
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Restricting the inital setA if necessary, let us equip A with a local chart (of the
differentiable structure induced from R3) obtained by the canonical projection onto
the x, y plane (we use this chart because the chart of the coordinates θ, φ is singular
at Ω′, here coinciding with the north pole). It is not difficult to see that, in this
coordinate patch where we can safely assume cos θ > 0, we have∫
A
|h(Ω)− h(Ω′)| · |1 + cos θ|`NdΩ =
∫
A
[h(x, y)− h(0, 0)](1 +
√
1− x2 − y2)`N√
1− x2 − y2 dxdy
(A.19)
where we exploited the fact that the induced measure from R3 is dxdy/
√
1− x2 − y2
in that coordinate patch. Assuming f of class C1 in coordinates x, y on A, if
necessary redefine again A as a smaller open neighborhood of (0, 0) whose closure
(which is compact) is contained in the initial A. Lagrange’s theorem applied to the
segment joining (x, y) and (0, 0) then leads to the estimate
|h(x, y)− h(0, 0)| =
∣∣∣∣∂h∂x |(x′,y′)x+ ∂h∂y |(x′,y′)y
∣∣∣∣ ≤ L(A)f r (A.20)
where (x′, y′) is a point in A depending on (x, y), and
L
(A)
h = sup
A
√∣∣∣∣∂h∂x
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∂h∂y
∣∣∣∣2 <∞, (A.21)
which exists because f is C1 on the compact set A, and where we adopted plane
polar coordinates x = r cosϑ, y = r sinϑ with r =
√
x2 + y2. Collecting all results,
using z = cos θ =
√
1− x2 − y2 = √1− r2, we have
`N ′
2N4pi
∫
A
|h(Ω)−h(Ω′)‖1+cos θ|`NdΩ ≤ L
(A)
h `N
′
2`N4pi
∫
{(r,ϑ) | 0≤r≤1}
(1 +
√
1− r2)`N√
1− r2 r
2drdϑ.
(A.22)
Integrating with respect to ϑ, (A.16) holds. This ends the proof of (a), provided
JN =
`N ′
2`N+1
∫ 1
0
(1 +
√
1− r2)`N√
1− r2 r
2dr → 0 for N →∞. (A.23)
Changing variable to x =
√
1− r2 and next to t = 1+x
2
, we find
JN = 2`N
′
∫ 1
1/2
t`N+1/2
√
1− tdt ≤ 2`N ′
∫ 1
0
t`N+1/2
√
1− tdt
= 2`(N + 1)
Γ(3/2)Γ(`N + 3/2)
Γ(`N + 3)
(A.24)
Stirling’s estimate then yields |JN | ≤ L/
√
`N for some constant L > 0. With the
previous discussion, this gives the key to (A.16) and hence to Assumption (a), viz.∣∣∣∣ `N ′2`N4pi
∫
A
[h(Ω)− h(Ω′)](1 + cos θ)`NdΩ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ LL(A)h /√`N. (A.25)
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Proof of (b). From (A.13), the identity in (A.14), (A.18), and (A.25) we have∣∣∣∣h(Ω′)− `N ′4pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ω,Ω′〉N |2`dΩ
∣∣∣∣
≤ |h(Ω′)|
∣∣∣∣1− `N + ``N + 1
∣∣∣∣+ 2‖h‖∞`N ′e`N lnK + `−1/2LL(A)h /√N
≤ ‖h‖∞ |1− `|
`N + 1
+ ‖h‖∞2`N ′e`N lnK + `−1/2LL(A)h /
√
N, (A.26)
where K ∈ (0, 1) does not depend on h. With a standard argument one proves that,
for some constant C(A) ≥ 0 independent of h, the constant L(A)h in (A.21) satisfies
L
(A)
h ≤ C(A)‖dh‖(A)∞ , (A.27)
where, if gΩ is the natural inner product on T
∗
ΩS
2 induced from R3,
‖dh‖∞ = sup
Ω∈A
√
gΩ(dh, dh). (A.28)
Inequality (4.29) is therefore true defining C
(A)
` = `
−1/2LC(A), since
‖h‖∞
( |1− `|
`N + 1
+ 2`(N + 1)e`N lnK
)
≤ B`‖h‖∞/
√
N. (A.29)
Recalling that lnK < 0, we finally obtain
B` = sup
N∈N
√
N
( |1− `|
`N + 1
+ 2`(N + 1)e`N lnK
)
<∞ (A.30)
Notice that, by construction B` and C
(A)
` do not depend on Ω
′. 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. We prove the claim for a real-valued h, the extension the
the complex case being trivial. In the rest of the proof we always assume that A is
sufficiently small according to Remark 4.3.(1), keeping the requirement A 3 Ω±. In
particular, we suppose that A = A+ ∪ A− where A+ and A− are sufficiently small
open neighborhoods of Ω+ and Ω− respectively.
We start the proof by observing that, taking advantage of a finite partition of
unit, we can decompose h = h+ + h− where h± are measurable, bounded and C1 in
A and satisfy h+ = 0 in a neighborhood of Ω−, and h− = 0 in a neighborhood of
Ω+. If the claim is valid for each of these functions, by linearity it is also valid for h.
Therefore, in the rest of the proof we assume that h also vanishes in a neighborhood
of Ω− in addition to satisfying the hypotheses in the statement of the lemma (the
other case can be treated similarly).
As a second observation, we notice that (c) in Assumption 4.5 and Remark
4.6.(a), and the proof of Proposition 4.2 with (A.17), immediately imply that
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2\A
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉|2dΩ→ 0;
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2\A
|〈Ω±,Ω〉|2dΩ→ 0, (A.31)
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respectively, for every open set A containing Ω±. In view of those remarks and using
lim sup
n
(an + bn) = lim sup
n
an + lim sup
n
bn; (A.32)
lim inf
n
(an + bn) = lim inf
n
an + lim inf
n
bn, (A.33)
if either {an}n∈N or {bn}n∈N has a limit in R, we can write
lim sup
N
∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ
= lim sup
N
∫
A
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ
= lim sup
N
∫
A+
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ, (A.34)
since the limit of the integration over S2 \A is zero, and in the last line we exploited
the fact that h vanishes around Ω−. We can now decompose∫
A+
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ
= h(Ω+)
∫
A+
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2
)
dΩ
+
∫
A+
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2
)
(h(Ω)− h(Ω+))dΩ. (A.35)
Taking advantage of (B.11) and of the identity
|〈Ωpi−θ,−φ,Ω±〉N | = |〈Ωθ,φ,Ω∓〉N | (A.36)
arising from (B.7), and choosing A− as the image of A+ under the symmetry
θ → pi − θ, φ→ −φ
that swaps Ω+ and Ω−, the first integral on the right-hand side can be rewritten as
1
2h(Ω+)
∫
A+∪A−
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
dΩ. (A.37)
Since A+ ∪ A− = A, the limit for N → ∞ of the integral above vanishes because
it is the difference of the limit of the analogous integral extended to the whole S2,
which vanishes due to the assumption (a), and the analogous limit when integrating
over S2 \ A, which vanishes as well, as already observed. Hence
lim sup
N
∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ
= lim sup
N
∫
A+
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2
)
(h(Ω)− h(Ω+))dΩ
≤ lim sup
N
∣∣∣∣∫
A+
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2
)
(h(Ω)− h(Ω+))dΩ
∣∣∣∣
≤ lim sup
N
∫
A+
N + 1
4pi
∣∣∣|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2∣∣∣ |h(Ω)− h(Ω+)|dΩ ≤ G,
(A.38)
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where we exploited assumption (b) and the continuity of h at Ω+, choosing the open
set A+ 3 Ω+ such that |h(Ω)− h(Ω+)| <  is guaranteed if Ω ∈ A+. In summary,
I = lim sup
N
∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ ≤ G.
(A.39)
This entire reasoning can be repeated changing the sign in the integrand from
schratch, i.e., referring to
lim sup
N
∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
(
1
2 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 + 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2 − |〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ, (A.40)
finding
lim sup
N
∫
S2
−N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ ≤ G.
(A.41)
Since lim supn(−an) = − lim infn an, we conclude that
−G ≤ I = lim inf
N
∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ.
(A.42)
In summary,
−G ≤ I ≤ I ≤ G for every  > 0 (A.43)
and where G ≥ 0 is given. Therefore,
lim
N→∞
∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
(
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2 − 12 |〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2
)
h(Ω)dΩ = 0.
(A.44)
Using Proposition 4.2, we conclude that
lim
N→∞
(N + 1)
4pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2dΩ
= lim
N→∞
(N + 1)
8pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ω+,Ω〉N |2dΩ + lim
N→∞
(N + 1)
8pi
∫
S2
h(Ω)|〈Ω−,Ω〉N |2dΩ
= 12h(Ω+) +
1
2h(Ω−), (A.45)
ending the proof. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.9. First of all, notice that the absolute value in the left-hand
side of (4.44) can be rearranged into a more useful form:∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉Nh(Ω)〈Ω,Ω′〉N−MdΩ− 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω′〉Nh(Ω′)
=
N + 1
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ
(
〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−Mh(Ω)− 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉Nh(Ω′)
)
, (A.46)
where we exploited (4.25) in the second summand of the first line. We intend to
prove the claim with this rearranged form. Let us start by establishing the claim in
the simplest case f = 1, defining
IN =
N ′
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ
(
〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M − 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N
)
, (A.47)
where N ′ = N + 1. The Cauchy-Schwartz’ inequality implies
|IN | ≤
√
N ′
4pi
∫
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2dΩ
√
N ′
4pi
∫
|〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M − 〈Ω,Ω′〉N |2dΩ. (A.48)
Here, eq. (4.24) gives rise to
〈Ω,Ω′〉L =
(
cos(θ/2) cos(θ′/2) + ei(φ−φ
′) sin(θ/2) sin(θ′/2)
)L
= 〈Ω,Ω′〉L1 , (A.49)
so that
|〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M − 〈Ω,Ω′〉N |2 = |〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M |2|1− 〈Ω,Ω′〉M |2
= |〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M |2|1− 〈Ω,Ω′〉M1 |2. (A.50)
Inserting this result in (A.48), we find
|IN | ≤
√
N ′
N ′ −M
√
N ′
4pi
∫
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N ,2 dΩ
×
√
N ′ −M
4pi
∫
|〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M |2|1− 〈Ω,Ω′〉M1 |2dΩ. (A.51)
From a direct computation, we see that the map S2 × S2 3 (Ω,Ω′) 7→ 〈Ω,Ω′〉1 is
nothing but the restriction to the unit sphere S2 of the map
R3 × R3 3 (x, y, z, x′, y′, z′) 7→ (1 + z + z
′ + zz′ + xx′ + yy′ + ixy′ + ix′y)
2
√
(1 + z)(1 + z′)
, (A.52)
where (x, y, z) and (x′, y′, z′) are the Cartesian coordinates of Ω and Ω′ respectively.
From that, it is straightforward to establish that, for Ω′ 6= S, the function
S2 3 Ω 7→ hΩ′(Ω) = |1− 〈Ω,Ω′〉M |2 = 1 + |〈Ω,Ω′〉1|2M − 2Re〈Ω,Ω′〉M1 (A.53)
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vanishes for Ω = Ω′, and is measurable and bounded. Referring to the atlas on
S2 consisting of the 6 local charts given by the canonical projections onto the 3
coordinate 2-planes, it is finally obvious that hΩ′ is everywhere smooth with respect
to the differentiable structure induced from R3, except for Ω = S (where z = −1).
We may therefore apply (4.29) to the special case h(Ω) = hΩ′(Ω) – which satisfies
h(Ω′) = 0 – in (A.51). Exploiting also (4.43) with g = 1 to handle the large-N
behavior of the first integral on the right-hand side of (A.51), which is bounded by
some constant H ≥ 0 when N increases, we conclude that, if N > M ,
|IN | ≤ K
(A)
(N −M)1/4 , (A.54)
for the constant
K(A) = H
√
C sup
Ω,Ω′∈A
|hΩ′(Ω)|+D(A) sup
Ω,Ω′∈A
√
gΩ(dΩhΩ′(Ω), dΩhΩ′(Ω)). (A.55)
Notice that with these definitions, C and D(A) do not depend on the choice of the
function used here (viz. hΩ′), whereas D
(A) only depends on A, which is the same
for all possible choices of Ω′ ∈ A. Hence, no dependence on Ω′ takes place.
Let us now turn attention to the general case where now h is a generic bounded
measurable function that is C1(A), defining
JN =
N ′
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ
(
〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−Mh(Ω)− 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉Nh(Ω′)
)
. (A.56)
Inserting a vanishing term
0 =
N ′
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ
(
〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉N−Mh(Ω′)− 〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N〈Ω,Ω′〉Nh(Ω′)
)
(A.57)
between the two summands on the right-hand side, the triangle inequality, the fact
that h(Ω′) is constant with respect to Ω, and the definition of IN yield
|JN | ≤ ‖h‖∞|IN |+ N
′
4pi
∫
S2
dΩ|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N | · |〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M‖h(Ω)− h(Ω′)|. (A.58)
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we end up with
|JN | ≤ ‖h‖∞|IN |+
√
N ′
4pi
∫
S2
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2dΩ
√
N ′
4pi
∫
S2
|〈Ω,Ω′〉N−M |2|h(Ω)− h(Ω′)|2dΩ.
(A.59)
As in the previous case, in particular taking advantage of (4.29) to estimate the last
integral and using (A.54) and noticing that 1/(N −M) > 1/N , we end up with
|JN | ≤
K(A)‖h‖∞ +
√
C‖h‖2∞ +D(A)‖dF‖(A)∞
(N −M)1/4 , (A.60)
for some constants K(A), C,D(A) ≥ 0, generally depending on M , but independent
of Ω′, h and F , where F (Ω) = |h(Ω)− h(Ω′)|2 that is C1 where h is C1. 
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B Numerical evidence
This appendix provides numerical evidence for equations (4.38) - (4.40).
B.1 Dicke components of Ψ
(0)
N
For any N ∈ N, the ground state eigenvector Ψ(0)N lives in the symmetric subspace
SymN(C2) ⊂ ⊗Nn=1C2. This non-obvious fact arises from the uniqueness of the
CW-ground state vector (up to phases and normalization), which is ultimately a
consequence of the Perron–Frobenius Theorem, and the fact that hCW1/N is invariant
under the natural action of permutation group of N elements [14], [26, §5.3], [27].
In order to do computations with Ψ
(0)
N , it therefore suffices to represent this
vector in an (N + 1)-dimensional basis for SymN(C2). This is a big numerical
advantage: diagonalizing a (N + 1)-dimensional matrix is much more efficient for
a computer rather than diagonalizing a 2N -dimensional matrix. The Dicke basis
(4.23) we already introduced for this subspace therefore allows the expansion
Ψ
(0)
N =
N∑
k=0
cN(k)|k,N − k〉, (B.1)
where the coefficients cN(k) depend on N and, again from the Perron-Frobenius
theorem, the usual arbitrary phase affecting Ψ
(0)
N can be chosen in order that
cN(k) > 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , N. (B.2)
Both analytic asymptotics [14] and numerical computations [26] of the coefficients
cN(k) are known, but no analytic expression has been found so far. To compute the
expression |〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,φ〉|2l popping up in equations (4.38) (for l = 1/2) and (4.40)
(for l = 1) we use eqs. (B.1) and (4.24) for Ψ
(0)
N and |Ωθ,φ〉N in terms of the Dicke
basis. This way, the relevant inner product will be computed again in terms of the
N + 1 numerically favorable Dicke states, instead of 2N basis vectors for
⊗N
n=1C2.
Let us first focus on the Z2-action ζ(1/N) on M2(C)N , see text after (4.13). This
automorphism is unitarily implemented by the following unitary operator:
UN = σ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
∈M2(C)N , (B.3)
ζ(1/N)(a) = UNaU
−1
N , (B.4)
where a ∈M2(C)N . Since U1 = σ1, which swaps |↑〉 and |↓〉, we clearly have
UN |k,N − k〉 = |N − k, k〉. (B.5)
Passing to the coherent spin state basis, this gives
UN |Ωθ,φ〉N = e−iNφ|Ωpi−θ,−φ〉N ; (B.6)
UN |Ω±〉N = |Ω∓〉N . (B.7)
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As we already saw, the (algebraic) CW-ground state ω
(0)
1/N (4.9) is invariant under
the automorphism (B.4). The unit vector Ψ
(0)
N of ω
(0)
1/N must therefore satisfy
UNΨ
(0)
N = ±Ψ(0)N , (B.8)
since U2N = I. By (B.5), for the components (B.1), eq. (B.8) can be rephrased as
cN(N − k) = ±cN(k), (B.9)
where the sign does not depend on k. However, because cN(k) > 0 only the + sign
can actually occur. Thus the Z2-invariance of the ground state is equivalent to
cN(k) = cN(N − k), k = 0, 1, . . . , N, (B.10)
and from (B.6) we also have
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,φ〉|2 = |〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωpi−θ,−φ〉|2. (B.11)
B.2 Coefficients cN(k) for N ≥ 80
We computed the components cN(k) of Ψ
(0)
N using matlab. However, from N = 80
onwards our program was not able to numerically distinguish anymore between the
lowest eigenvalue 
(N)
0 of h
CW
1/N and its first excited level 
(N)
1 > 
(N)
0 in Sym
N(C2).
As a consequence, within this numerical approximation, the 
(N)
0 -eigenspace of h
CW
1/N
appears as a two-dimensional subspace K(N) of SymN(C2) and one needs to extract
the actual ground state from the span of the pair of apparent degenerate eigenvectors
Ψ
(0)matlab
N and Ψ
(1))matlab
N of h
CW
1/N with the common eigenvalue 
(N)
0 computed
by matlab, which form an orthonormal basis of K(N). This can indeed be done,
because K(N) is invariant under the unitary representation U (N) (B.5) of the element
-1 of Z2, which turns out to be non-trivial when restricted to that subspace. Hence
UN |K(N) 6= I, (B.12)
and since UN |K(N) is simultaneously unitary and selfadjoint, its spectrum consists
only of two points ±1. In other words, K(N) contains exactly one (up to phases) unit
vector Φ(N) such that UNΦ
(N) = Φ(N). Since the true ground state of hCW1/N satisfies
the same condition and belongs to the same (approximate) subspace, we must have
Ψ
(0)
N = Φ
(N). (B.13)
Therefore,15 Ψ
(0)
N is the unique unit eigenvector of UN with eigenvalue 1. matlab
proposes a pair of orthonormal vectors Ψ
(0)matlab
N and Ψ
(1))matlab
N , forming an
orthonormal basis of K(N) which can be assumed to be of the form represented in
the following picture, up to a change of the overall sign and the action of UN (which
simply reflects the function around the vertical axis localized at N/2).
15Of course, with phases chosen such that the Perron–Frobenius condition (B.2) holds.
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Figure 3: Plot of Ψ
(0)matlab
N (in blue) and Ψ
(1)matlab
N (in red) for N = 100, J =
1, B = 1/2.
If rN denotes the ratio rN = H
(N)
L /H
(N)
R , where H
(N)
R ≥ H(N)L is the height of the
peak in the left part of the figure representing Ψ
(0)matlab
N , and H
(N)
L is defined
analogously for the peak in the right part, it is not difficult to prove that the unique
(up to phases) unit eigenvector Ψ
(0)
N of UN with eigenvalue 1 takes the form
Ψ
(0)
N =
1√
2
(
1 + rN√
1 + r2N
Ψ
(0)matlab
N +
1− rN√
1 + r2N
Ψ
(1)matlab
N
)
. (B.14)
That is the desired ground state for N ≥ 80. Notice that, with Ψ(0)matlabN and
Ψ
(1)matlab
N as computed by matlab, the components cN(k) of Ψ
(0)
N also satisfy
cN(k) ≥ 0 (instead of cN(k) > 0 valid in the non-degenerate case).
Remark B.1. When N < 80, within our available computational precision matlab
is able to distinguish 
(N)
0 from 
(N)
1 and the computed vector Ψ
(0)matlab
N is such that
rN = 1. Therefore, as expected, (B.14) furnishes the ground state
Ψ
(0)
N = Ψ
(0)matlab
N . (B.15)
In the opposite direction, for N > 150 we obtain rN = 0, so that (B.14) reduces to
Ψ
(0)
N =
1√
2
(
Ψ
(0)matlab
N + Ψ
(1)matlab
N
)
. (B.16)

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B.3 Numerical evidence for (a),(b),(c) in Assumption 4.5
We computed the integrals in (4.38) and (4.39) for increasing values of N : see Table
1 and Table 2 below, respectively.
Table 1. Numerical values of the left-hand side on (4.38) for increasing N .
N Value of (4.38).
10 0.0060
20 4.0922 · 10−4
30 3.8941 · 10−5
60 −1.4394 · 10−5
90 −2.7404 · 10−6
120 −4.2139 · 10−7
150 −6.0988 · 10−8
180 −8.6073 · 10−9
Table 2. Numerical values of the left-hand side on (4.39) for increasing N .
N Value of (4.39) for l = 1 Value of (4.39) for l = 1/2
10 0.2559 0.4185
20 0.1065 0.2095
30 0.0868 0.1860
40 0.0765 0.1731
50 0.0707 0.1649
60 0.0666 0.1590
70 0.0636 0.1547
80 0.0614 0.1514
90 0.0596 0.1488
100 0.0582 0.1469
110 0.0570 0.1452
120 0.0561 0.1439
130 0.0552 0.1427
140 0.0546 0.1418
150 0.0540 0.1409
From this table, it is clear that for l = 1 as well as l = 1/2, eq. (4.39) is decreasing
in N , and therefore uniformly bounded in N . In fact, from this table it appears that
AN =
∫
S2
N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2ldΩ ≈
BN =
∫
S2
(
N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω,Ω+〉N |2l + N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω,Ω−〉N |2l
)
dΩ, (B.17)
as N becomes large. To be even more precise, we numerically computed the values
of AN and BN for increasing values of N : see Table 3.
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Table 3. AN and BN (as defined above) from (4.39) for increasing N .
N AN for l = 1/2 BN for l = 1/2 AN for l = 1 BN for l = 1
10 2.3357 2.5471 0.9831 0.9772
20 2.6489 2.6846 0.9950 0.9946
30 2.7285 2.7330 0.9983 0.9982
40 2.7598 2.7574 0.9993 0.9993
50 2.7759 2.7719 0.9997 0.9997
60 2.7858 2.7816 0.9999 0.9999
70 2.7926 2.7884 0.9999 0.9999
80 2.7977 2.7935 1.0000 1.0000
90 2.8015 2.7974 1.0000 1.0000
100 2.8046 2.8005 1.0000 1.0000
110 2.8071 2.8031 1.0000 1.0000
120 2.8092 2.8052 1.0000 1.0000
130 2.8109 2.8070 1.0000 1.0000
140 2.8124 2.8085 1.0000 1.0000
This clearly suggests that for l = 1/2 both integrals converge to 2
√
2 ≈ 2.828.
Therefore, since the integral in (4.39) is bounded by A+B, there is strong numerical
evidence that (4.39) is valid for some constant G, for example given by the sum of
AN and BN , i.e., G = 4
√
2. A similar result holds for the case l = 1.
Furthermore, the validity of part (c) in (4.5) has been checked by comparing the
graphs of the function
S2 3 Ω 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2` (B.18)
with the graphs of the function
S2 3 Ω 7→ N + 1
4pi2`
|〈Ω+,Ω〉N |2` + N + 1
4pi2`
|〈Ω−,Ω〉N |2`, (B.19)
since the latter satisfies (c) ((b) Remark 4.6) and the graph of the former becomes
more and more indistinguishable from the graph of the latter as N increases. We
display various plots of the graphs of both functions for two typical different values
of N . In order to make a clear comparison we avoid single 3d plots, but instead plot
two 2d plots, one as a function of θ for fixed φ = 0, and the other as a function of
φ for fixed θ = pi/6. 16 These pairs of 2d plots (for l = 1/2 and l = 1) are depicted
in the next pages for N = 30 and N = 250, and as always J = 1, B = 1/2.
16Note that due to symmetry we also could have chosen the point θ = 5pi/6. We indeed checked
this numerically, but omitted the plots.
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Figure 4: Plot for N = 30 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
θ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,0〉|;
θ 7→ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω+,Ωθ,0〉|+ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω−,Ωθ,0〉|
Figure 5: Plot for N = 30 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
φ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωpi/6,φ〉|;
φ 7→ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω+,Ωpi/6,φ〉|+ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω−,Ωpi/6,φ〉|
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Figure 6: Plot for N = 250 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
θ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,0〉|;
θ 7→ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω+,Ωθ,0〉|+ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω−,Ωθ,0〉|
Figure 7: Plot for N = 250 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
φ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωpi/6,φ〉|;
φ 7→ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω+,Ωpi/6,φ〉|+ N + 1
4
√
2pi
|〈Ω−,Ωpi/6,φ〉|
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Figure 8: Plot for N = 30 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
θ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,0〉|2;
θ 7→ N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω+,Ωθ,0〉|2 + N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω−,Ωθ,0〉|2
Figure 9: Plot for N = 30 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
φ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2;
φ 7→ N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω+,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2 + N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω−,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2
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Figure 10: Plot for N = 250 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
θ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωθ,0〉|2;
θ 7→ N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω+,Ωθ,0〉|2 + N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω−,Ωθ,0〉|2
Figure 11: Plot for N = 250 of the functions, in blue and in red, respectively,
φ 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2;
φ 7→ N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω+,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2 + N + 1
8pi
|〈Ω−,Ωpi/6,φ〉|2
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Finally, we give another numerical fact corroborating (4.5), namely that the full
width at half maximum (fwhm) of the function
N 7→ N + 1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2` (B.20)
vanishes as N →∞. We discretized θ and φ uniformly in N points on (0, pi/6) and
(−pi, pi) respectively, so that (B.20) becomes a 2d array of N2 points. We then com-
puted the number of points a(N, pi/6) at half height of the array N+1
4pi
|〈Ψ(0)N ,Ω〉N |2`
at fixed pi/6, but varying the discrete values of φ. Then we repeated this step but
now varying θ at fixed φ = 0. Similarly as before, we now define b(N, 0) to be the
number of points at half maximum for φ = 0. This basically means that we count
the number of points in a rectangle at half maximum of the total array. It is clear
that the area of the rectangle spanned by a(N, pi/6) and b(N, 0) includes all points
of the function at half maximum. Some of the values are given in the graph below:17
Figure 4: *
Figure 12: Full width at half maximum for the function (B.20), for
N = 50, 150, 200, 250, 500 on a log scale . The red line corresponds to θ ∈ (0, pi/2)
and φ = 0, whilst the blue line corresponds to θ = pi/6 and φ ∈ (−pi, pi).
It may be clear that the slope of both lines is about 0.5, which means that the fwhm
goes like
√
N . It is also clear that b(N, 0) seems to be translated with respect to
a(N, pi/6) be a factor 2. We conclude that the number of points in the rectangle is
approximately given by
√
N ·√N · 2 = 2N = O(N). Using the above discretization,
we then have about
√
N steps of pi/2N each, and about 2
√
N steps of 2pi/N so that
in particular the spanned rectangle has a width of 2pi2/N = O(1/N). This means
that the fwhm of the function (B.20) indeed vanishes as N →∞.
17We display this for the case ` = 1, but numerically checked that the same holds for ` = 1/2.
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